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WORKERS, BLACKS, YOUTH: 

THE LOCAL AND national yellow 
press is in paroxysms over a claimed 
crime wave. The Metropolitan Police 
has issued figures to 'prove' that 
black muggers are running wild in 
the streets of London. The Daily 
Mail, taking up the racist chorus 
screamed "Violence double that by 
Whites, Yard reveal Black Crime." 
The Police Federation, taking advan
tage of two police deaths in early 
March, is calling for the re-introd
uction of hanging, in half page ad
verts in the dailies. London Police 
Commissioner McNee, has told crit
ics t~ "get off the backs of the pol
ice." James Anderton, Chief Con-

' I. • wc ill ble of Greater Manchester, is 
J;r~_ amouring for the Iilbolition of the 

partially elected police committees 
and denounces the presence "in our 
midst" of "an enem, more danger
ous and insidious and ruthless than 
any since the second world war." 
Whitelaw, keen to prove his law and 

• 

r order credentials to braying Tories 
~ s promisi~ the police a new law 
- giving them the right to search with

out a warrant on "reasonable sus
picion" (effectively the return of 
'SUS' abolished a year ago) • 

What we are witnessing is not a 
crim._ve but a counter-attack by the 
Police on the series of Iiber~1 prom i_ 
forced out of the government in the 
aftermath of last summers rioting. In 
_nee it is an attack on Scarman's rep
ort of 25th November 1981. 

Scarman's job was to repair the dam
age done to the police image as a result 
of the most intensive street warfare bet
ween youth al)d the police this century. 
Hence his stress on the importance of 
police winning the "consent and support 
of the community." Scarman's endo,.. 
ment of Devon and Cornwall's chief con
stable John Alderson's "communit.y pol
icing" was met by most police chiefs 
with scarcely concealed grinding of the 
teeth. They had little objection to the 
idea of,more policing of the1t!ommunity, 
by intagrating social and welfare services 
into the information gathering which 
has reat.;hed 1984 proportions,as a result 
of compUterisation. However, they did 
not want any criticism or restrictions 
put on "hard methods". 

The Metropolitan police has 26,000 
officers. 7.000 of whom are trained in 
riot control. All urban forces now have 
their special patrol groups (SPG) or 

police support units. Most now have in
stant response units (ten constables plus 
a sergeant) motorized and highly mobile 
for effective crack down. Last years riots 
saw the issuing of a wide range of rep
ression technology. The police are det
ermined to use it. Thus as early as Feb
ruary 26th the Metropolitan Police ass
istant commissioner accused ScarmanYs 
Report of mpering the fight against 
crime. 

Other side-effects of Scarman were 
moves for an independent complaints 
investigation procedure and moves by 
some Labour councils and by Police 
Committees to demand the democratic 
accountability of the police. Whitelaw 
was forced to promise some changes in 
the complaints procedure and the Police 
Federations abandonment of their opp
osition probably indicates that some win
dow dressing deal has been worked out 
behind the scenes. Democratic account
ability is another matter. 

A series of duels have been fought 
out over the last year between police 
committees (two thirds elected) and the 
key "hard" police chiefs. Margaret 
Simney. the eminently respectable chair
person of the Merseyside Committee has 
faced a venomous response from Chief 
Constable Kenneth Oxford-the butcher 
of Toxteth. In Manchester, Anderton 
frothed at the mouth when asked to 
account for the spending of £100.749 
and the deployment of 600 police to help 
)be Lawrence Seott bosses smash a sit-
in and later pickets by the sacked work 
force. Elected representatives were ref
erred to as "creepy and dangerous min
orities" with "a long term political strat
egy to destroy the-proven-ttructul'eS of 
the police and turn them into the exclus
ive agency of a one party state." 

The police chiefs hope, by whipping 
up hysteria-about law and order, to con· 
tinue the construction of a powerful pare
military force unhampered by the for-
mal constraints of local or national dem
ocracy. I n this they have a lot of supp
orters. The judges like Lord Denning 
hold the view that a Chief Constable "is 
not a servant of anyone save the law it
self." The Tories, whose only hope of 
re-election is a 'Law and Order' crusade 
and who have the virtual affiliation of 
the Police Federation through MP Eldon 
Griffiths, will make no moves to exercise 
control over the police. 

But what about the Labour Party? 
As founders of the SPG they are not in 
a strong position to criticise. Ex-Home 
Secretary Merlyn Rees summed up his 
attitude by recommending a speech of 
William Whitelaw to a conference on pol
icing he was unable to attend. Whilst Ken 

Livingstone was condemning London's 
_ new police chief Kenneth Newman, who 

it is reported is "fascinated by the weap
onry police use to subdue the populat
ion ",Merlyn Rees was on local radio 
praising him to the skies as a quite, thou
ghtful, and liberal man. 

Ken Livingstone calls for a "democ
ratically accountable police force" a 
position echoed by 'Militant' in the lab
our Party and by the Communist Party 
of Great Britain (who devote several 
pages of 'Marxism Today' to an inter
view with 'soft cop' John Alderson). The 
'left reformist' strategy on policing is, in 
essence, democratic contrOl and comm
unity policing. Whilst the labolir move
ment should vigorously oppose all eff
orts to strengthen and arm the police 
and release it from its present weak 'dem
ocratic' rastraints (police committees 
etc) we should support measures-taken , 
by councils or a future Labour Govern
ment to exercise accountability or to 
attempt some form of control; we cannot 
disgu ise or hush up the fact that the left 
refc;lImists strategy i~ fundamentally a 
reactionary utopia. Its aim-democratic 
control of policing-is a utopia in a cap
italist society. 

The police will never submit to a 
working class (democratic) majority 
controll ing their actions. The law and 
the police who enforce it, exist to defend 
private property in the means of produc
tion. They defend the political rule of 
the capitalist class. This can be seen on 
a day to day basis at Lawrence Seotts, 
Ansells, Staffa and many other strikes 
that the police have attacked in the class 
struggle. Reformists like Benn and Co 
try to claim that these incidents are dis- • 
tortions or perversions of pure democr
acy. Rubbish. Bosses have the right in 
law to close their factories, to sell off the 
maChinerY, to ttirow workers on to the 
street as at Lawrence S:cotts. What law 
establishes the right to a job? There is 
none. "The Right to Work" under capit
alism where the bosses control all hiring 
and firing is really only the right to scab. 
It is only ever invoked by the bosses 
when they are trying to break strikes. 
Trade Union 'rights' are simply 'immun
ities' from prosecutiOn that the ruling 
class has been forced to concede to av-
oid further and more radical claims on 
their system. Workers 'rights'-the right 
to a job, to decent housing, health and 
welfare and. education are not defended 
by law at all. They are revokable conc
essions. The Tory Government is at pres
ent seeking to revoke as much as it can 
of the concessions wrung from it in the 
50s and 60s. 

Police thugs armed to the teeth during the Toxteth riots, July the 
implements displayed are: an image intensifier for night Ifision (left) ; shotgun for 
firing CS gas canisters (right); and CS-gas gun (tower right). The labour movement can 
expect an increase in police use of such weaponry in the future. 

Working class rights could only have 
the force of law in a workers state where 
the forces r5f order were based on and 
bound up with the organised working 
class. People's courts, a workers militia, 
and above all legislative and executive 
power in the hallds of workers councils 
would establish these rights beyond 
question. They would create conditions 
where all could work and where produc
tion was planned for need, not for profit. 
They would thus reduce crime and pol
icing to minimal levels. 

Crime is caused by inequality, by 
vast disparities between wealth and pov
erty, by the effects of misery, unemploy
ment, rotten living conditions for people 
and the cruel distortion of their relations -
with each other. It is the isolated, frag
mented, unconscious and therefore self
defeating response of the most deprived 
and opp~essed to the conditions of class 
society. The working class attitude to 
crime certainly has nothing in common 
with the anarchists' glorification of the 
lumpen proletariat. The hopelessly crim
inalised elements, the thugs a'nd gang
sters are potentially the mass base for 
fascism and reaction, not the vanguard 
of an assault on capitalism. 

• 

But neither should workers share the 
middle class view of crime and what to 
do about it in either its soft cop (Alder
son) or hard cop (Anderton) version. The 
former with its smiling prying 'local 
bobbies' visiting our kids schools, staffing 
their youth clubs, hanging around our 
estates, gathering information from soc
ial workers, teachers etc is just a machine 
for creating narks and informers. They 
prepare the way for the hard cop, the 
special branch and the SPG. 

We will never forget that where 
there is a strike, an occupation, a picket 
line, -a demonstration or a protest by 
workers or the oppressed there the police 
act as agents of our class enemies. The 
force that we need to build up to defend 
our mass action pickets, disciplined def
ence groups, will be the basis for their 
replacement. But this replacement, like 
the replacement of capitalism will not be 
a matter of measures in Parliament, it 
will be a struggle of classes, workers 
against their exploiters in the shops, 
offices, factories and streets. It will not 
be a struggle for the spoils of office, or 
for limited control over the existing pol
ice, army, judges and so on. Rather it 
will be a struggle to remove this whole 
repressive machinery and replace it with 
the direct political power of the working 
class itself .• 



mm~mmn~mmmmm~~mmm~ Local government in crisis 

GLC: can't fight, 
won't fight! 

THE CHEAP FARES scheme for London Tran
sport, the central plank of the Labour-controll
ed GLC's election programme, has joined a 
growing scrapheap of broken manifesto prom
ises_ On March 21st London's bus and tube 
fares doubled. 

The cheap fares policy itself was hardly a drastic 
attack on the privilege and property of the ruling 
class. Heavily subsidised public transport systems ar" 
normal in most of Europe's capital cities. As David I 

Wetzel, chairperson of the G Le's transport committ
ee commented: "The fares policy is not unjustifiably 
socialist, just good common sense. Even with the fares 
policy only 46% of LT's money would come from the 
GLC subsidy." Further, the GLC raised the money to 
subsidise the fare reductions by a supplementary rate 
demand-a measure which hit directly at the pockets 
not only businesses but of the London working class, 
which the G LC claims to represent. 

Even so the 'Fares Fare' policy was a partial check 
on falling working class living standards in London, par
ticularly for the 33,000 unemployed. In the six months 
that the cheap fares were in operation, services were 
extended, passengers increased by 11 % on the buses 
and 1% on the trains, and LT took on 600 new staff. 
With the defeat of the G LC's fares policy all this will 
be reversed. The increased fares will be followed by 
cuts in services, r~undancies and the closure of some 
tube stattons. 

The responsibility for this defeat lies not only with 
the bewigged class enemies' but also with Livingstone ' 
Wise and rest of the G LC 'Iefts'. Not only did they , 
fail to defend the cheap fares in the council chamber, 
they also failed to take a lead in calling for the fares 
fight to be taken out of the confines of County Hall 
and on to the battle field of working class action. 

The GLC's £200,000 publicity campaign to keep 
fares 'fair', and the much publicised "Can't Pay, Won't 
Pay" stunts of the Labour councillors are little more 
than camouflage for the Labour lefts surrender to 
ruling class legality. 

Editorial 
AS THE MAY local elections approach, the Lab
our Party goes into them with its reputation as 
a local bulwark against the Tchv Government's 
cuts severely tarnished. The truth is that the 
labour councils have not been prepared to wage 
a fight against the central government based on 
no cuts, no rate or rent increases, and industrial 
action to fight for these demands. 

In Lambeth, Lothian, Sheffield and the GLC the 
preferred option of the Labour councillors, especially 
the lefts, has been to raise rates-i.e. to make indirect 
cuts by penalising workers incomes for the mainten
ance of essential sarvices. The policy has not even succ
eeded on its own terms. Heseltine's ever increasing 
cont"rol over rate rises has meant that this road for 
reforms has been rapidly blocked off. 

Of course the best laid plans of mice and men go 
astray. In the case of Lothian and Lambeth not only 
did the plan go badly astray but the planners proved 
to be mice rather than men (and women). Both 
councils carried through extensive cuts as well as rate 
rises. At the same time the inability of the 'Iefts' to 
wage a serious fight for their own programme was 
revealed by the GLC's ignominous collapse. 

The Labour left shows no signs of learning from 
these defeats. In the Labour Herald a discussion art
icle by Bryan Symons, a candidate in London, ex
pressed the thinking of many of the lefts: "I see no 
option if we are elected in May except to attempt to 
put our programme into effect with subsequent rate 
rises." (12th February 82). This is a recipe for further 
defeats and demoralisation. 

The Tories have chosen to use every weapon at 
their disposal to attack local government, and its 
already limited services to the working class. The 
Labou.r councils have met this onslaught in a dithering, 
cowardly fashion-a search for possible loopholes 
rather than a campaign of defiant action. 

In the May elections we recommend workers to 
vote Labour. Their claims and pretensions to repres
ent working class interests must be put to the test of 
office. We must not let them hide behind fine words 
from the opposition benches. But in calling for a lab
our vote we nevertheless predict that the Labour 
councils will prove unable to mount a defence of work
ing class interests. Only if the working class through 
its fighting organisations-unions, stewards committ
ees, Trades Councils etc-can meet the Tory attacks, 
be they mediated by Labour or Tory councils, with 
industrial action, can the present trend of defeat be 
reversed. As we said last September after the collapse 
of Lothian: 
"The Anti-Cuts movement must be rebuilt from the 
rank and file upwards and this time the lesson must 
be learned. •• Put not your trust in Labour 
Councillors." (Workers Power September 19811.. 
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From the start, Livingstone's warnings of dire '. 
retribution against the 'vermin in ermine' concealed a 
perspective which limited the defence of cheap fares to 
changing the law through legal means. As late as Feb
ruary, only a month before the fares rocketed, Wetzel 
was confidently urging people to "change the law 
through parliament". He advised people to write to 
their MPs and to "really criticise the judges". At the 
same time Livingstone was scurrying back and forth 
from County Hall to Whitehall. His aim being to ask 
the hard nosed Tory, Hawell, to rush through legislat
ion. Livingstone was clearly pinning his hopes on this 
declaring: "Legislation to keep London's cheap fares 
could be passed through Parliament in 48 hours in the 
week before the increases are due." (Standard 8th 
March 821. 

Yet the chances of getting this through a Parliam
ent stuffed full of gloating Tories was a pipe-dream, a 
highly dangerous pipe-dream. By keeping alive false 
hopes in this futile endeavour Livingstorfe was in real
ity deflecting attention from the need to build for 
strike action amongst Transport workers as the only 
sure means of defeating the Lords ruling. Indeed his 
stand is precisely that only legal ,change can bring 
down fares again: 

"The only way of overturning the Law Lords and the 
Council's own decision ;s to force a vote in Parliament 
to change the'law back ~o what it wasbefor.e Denning 
decided to overturn the result of an election which 
had gone against the Tories_" (Livingstone in the 
March London Labour Briefing. Our emphasis). 

The lefts did vote against the fare rises. But·before 
we heap thanksgiving upon them, we should remember 
that, by allowing a free vote, they did ensure, in adv
ance, that they would be a minority. Furthermore 
when it came to a vote on the GLC's entire budget it 
was a dffferent story altogether. If the left had block
ed the budget, Livingstone argued, Heseltine would 
have appointed a receiver to run the GLC and to impl
ement the cuts even more thoroughly. Livingstone 
was correct to realise that any serious fight to defend 
cheap fares would involve a head on confrontation 

. ~ ,,-: 

Ken Uvingstone and Dave Wetzel-clowns in the fares fight farce 

with ~he Tories and their laws. But, having rejected , the people to defend those jobs. We call .give them 
carry~ng through ,Such a con~rontation backed by support; we can a~ in solidarity. We can organise as 
~~rkmg class action, the logiC of the G LC leader's pos- individuals, collections for workers and so on but 
Itlon has led the~,.despite their ~ood intentions, to they've got to defend' their jobS;" Against th;cuts 
~rry out th~ poliCies' of the Tones and SDP. The ~n- made by Valerie Wis_eand her cohortsfThecimpudence 
tlr~ Labour Group on the GLC ~ted for the budget, of this middle class r~formist,sm8rting from 'what she 
which eventually cut the LT subsidy. herself, described as "being smashed" (March Briefing) 

When Livingstone, Wetzel, Wise and co did raise knows no bounds. She is blaming workers for her own 
the question of industrial action they always confined catastrophic misleadership. 
it to an auxiliary rOleJolt was not central. It was secon- As opposed to direct action by the organised work-
dary to negotiations, persuasion and pleading to Tories. ers movement, someGtC lefts 'have originated the 'im-
When London's transport workers called a one day aginative' tactic of refusing to pay the increa~ett'bus 
strike on March 10th Livingstone, was quoted in The and tube fares. The "Cant Pay, Wont Pay'~ aimPaign 
Standard as saying: "A one day strike will have no im- aptly, takes its name from a farce by.anarchist !>Jay-
pact at all. It will be a gesture .•. It would be much wright Dario Fo. To be sure, this involves direct,"illeg-
more imaginative if LT workers refuse to collect the al action', but it is doomed to ·fail. By its very nature 
new increcisect fares after March 21st." Of course The . "Can't Pay, Wont Pay " is a fragmented and inc;jividual 
Standard in their usual lying fashion misrepresented tactic. It lays both passengers and transport worRers 
this'!b mean that Livingstone was denouncing the open to individual victimisation. It can never be more 
strike. lie wasn't, But he was not able to contradict thana token protest against an already conceded def-
the substance of the quotes which showed him to be eat. As su.ch it merely serves the purpose of restoring 
lessti:lan enthusiastic about the strike. Yet here was some of the GLC left's credibility. Just like th~ir her-
one of London's biggest sections of workers (bus and oic minority vote a~inst the fare increases it is a fllv 
tube) taking their first coordinated strike action for .gesture, a substitute for effective action. • 

. fifty years on March 10th. Built upon and extended, On the first day of the Cant Pay campaign Dtf\;,:--
given a clear lead; it could have provided a springboard Wetzel,a leading clown in this farce, was faced with 
for action that would have wi~ed the smiles off the the option of paying his fare, or getting· off ~he bus. 
Tory Law Lords and reversed the fares ruling. A true democrat, Wetzel put it to the vote and the 

Left winger Valerie Wise, giving voice to the petit 
bourgeois attitudes held by many of the 'new' left 
Labourites, castigated the unions in a recent interview 
with Socialist Challenge: 
.. . . . you'd hav8\throught already they'd have worked 
out what ttiey're doing, but they haven't ... they're 

passengers voted him off the bus. Perhaps Wetzel 
should have been more considerate of the wishes of 
the many working class Londoners who voted in fa v
our of a cheap fares scheme only to find the left la
bour leaders of the GLC more con.cerned with stayir 
in office than defending their living standards .• 
by Paul Mason 

Sout~ Yorks. 'Socialist Republic': 
heading for a fall ~t~7~i~~0~:~~:~i.n:I~0::~:::u:~~~~:~, 

"SHEFFIELD, ENGLAND'S FOURTH largest 
city, has been labour controlled for all but two 
of the last 50 years; it has a long tradition of 
excellent local authority services and boasts 
that it is the SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF 
SOUTH YORKSHIRE. It is in this context 
that the city's Labour Party and the Labour 
group of councillors face the Tory onslaught 
on the city's industry, services and quality of 
life." This piece of red-flag waving, from Coun
cilleader David Blunkett in last October's 'New 
Socialist', was concurrent with the opening 
shots in Bromely's judicial war with Living 
stone's .GLC. 

The court drama of GLC v Tories has served to 
deflect public attention from the affairs of the Repub
lic. At first glance, its reputation, as outlined by Blun
kett, emerges at the end of the 1981/82 financial 
year as it was at the start. Yet if we dismiss the rhet
oric and consider the facts, a different picture emer
ges. Revealed is a further 12 months of low profile 
cuts and highly visible rate rises-both of which help 

. to explain the radical reputation and its essential 
hollowness. 

The present Labour Council, elected in May 1980 
on a pledge to continue its policy of no cuts and no 
redundancies has consistently pursued a policy of 
"trimming and saving". The evidence shows that this 
has amounted to cuts, redundancies and loss of ser
vices. As early as January 1980 the Council announc
ed its £10% million "Save It" package (out of a total 
budget of £323 million) a sample of which included 
"savings" of £375,000 at the Polytechnic, "trimming" 
£48,000 off the special education budget and the ex
tension of the cafeteria system in secondary schools 
to save on staff costs. 

Apart from its cheap bus fares the other article of 
faith of the Republic was its undying commitment to 
not sell council houses. In 1979/80 it was the issue 
chosen by the Council leaders and local Labour bur
eaucrats on which defense of the Republic was to 
stand or fall. Promises of 'jail before sale' were extrac
ted without pressure from local AUEW and CONFED 
stalinist leader George Caborn at a 2.000 strong rally 
in October 1979. The left Councillors noddEid. their 
assent. Such promises, however, were soon forgotten 
and 'realism' won out. It was 'recognised', not ,for the 
first (or last) time, that "the people" weren't ready 
to fight. So the Council abandoned its previous pled
ges. Since selling the first Council house in May 81 
the Council has pledged itself to process sales at a rate 
of 100 per week. 

The shallow 'anti cuts' strategy of the Council has 
not been financed by daring assaults on the wealth of 
Sheffield's capitalists. Instead the Council has imposed 
reductions on working class living standards through 
massive rate rises. A 22% increase for 1982/83 follows 
one of 37.7% in 1981 and 48%·in 1980. All ofthese 
rises mean that a smaller proportion of shrinking real 
wages can be spent by workers on food, clothing and 
fuel . . 

The Council is in fact bu.ying time for itself. It is 
mediating the Tory cuts, not standing firm against 
them. This strategy allows the Council to comfort it
self with the knowledge that if there was a Tory Coun
cil the attacks would be more rapid, more extensive 
and more direct upon the working class. The proPag
anda war with its electorate to sell this strategy is the 
only one the Labour Group really wages with any det
ermination. 'No Cuts' means most services are to be 
saved by higher rates; 'No redundancies' becomes no 
overall numerical reduction in the Council's work
force. In other words, one can 'freeze' three social 
worker jobs at a cost of £30,000, hire three dinner 
ladies at £9,000 a year, and thus save one's socialist 
image a.nd £21,0001 In short, it is workers who are 
really paying for Blunkett's bought time. 

Should anyone be under the illusion that the in
crease in the bus fares subsidy next year from £57 
mi.llio~ to £69 million is an act of revolutionary aud
aCity 10 the face of the House of Lords decision a 
closer examination of the' last few months even;s is 
called for. The Council prepared a budget (and were 
ready to implement it) which entailed a massive 
1270% fare rise over the next five years, 25% cut in 
services and hundreds of compulsory redundancies. 
Leader of the South Yorkshire Council, Roy Thwaites 
explained his legal cretinism in these terms: ' 
"We cannot go to court to defend our policy because 
if we ~ose we are likely to be individually surcharged." 
Thwaltes here merely takes his cuI' from Labour 
leader Gerald Kaufmann MP who warned: 
"Whilst we do not expect Labour Councillors to em
bark on any course of action which is clearly contrary 
to the law, we urge them to take all possible steps 
within the law to resist the Tory government:' (New 
Statesman 15th January 82). 

The 'left' Labour Councillors, on the other hand, 
were all fire and brimstone-at least when it came to 
preaching to the converted. At a February 11th 
'Labour Herald' meeting, Blunkett called for defiance 
of the law since it "is being used to make sure Tory 
politics are legal and socialist policies are illegal." 

However, the Thwaites of this world outnumber 
the Blunketts, a fact that has repeatedly tamed left 

clearly illustrates this. He is willing to go no. further 
than a vain attempt to cajole Labour colleagues into 
taking action. As he remarked at the February meet
ing-"If we can't persuade our colleagues,what hope 
have we got?" The truth is that the 'left' Councillp::; 
place unity with the right wing law-abiding aXil( 
above appeals directly to rank and file trade uniomSb> 
for strike action to make the law back down where 
it threatens services. Such a policy acts as a block to 
real action to fight the cuts. Eschewing a confrontat
ionist perspective and 110ping for better times, the 
Council are united around a double-decker bus crus
ade to Thatcher, with yet andther petition. As Blun
kett himself put it: "We do not look for confrontation 
and we certainly do not seek prolonged and dam" ''19 

clashes with central government." (Labour Hera, ' 
February 12th 82). Unfortunately fOr Blunkett and 
co. that is exactly what the Tories are after. 

At the last minue cheap fares were prevented' from 
going the way of Council houses. The High Court rul
ed that the anti-GLC judgement on fares did not 
apply to metropolitan counties. A cautious Thwaites 
celebrated: 
"The Labour Group yesterday afternoon considered 
further legal advice which indicated that if we con
tinued with our transport policy and cheap faresr we 
would not be illegal at this moment in time. Whether 
we would in the future remains to lie seen." 
(Doncaster Evening Post. Our emphasis.) 

So far South Yorkshire has tottered wh.le lam
beth, Lothian and the GLC have all collapsed. But the 
future holds greater restrictions on the ability of 
Councils to raise rates-Heseltine's Local Government 
Finance (No 2) Bill will see to that. Under such circum
stances with their favoured option closed to them a 
collapse in South Yorkshire is highly probable. Blun
kett obviously recognised this when he said: "Ser-
vices can be maintained at least for the present by in
creasing rates, the only other alternative is insolvency." 
But insolvency, handing over to the Tories or their 
commissioners is anathema to the Labour municipal 
careerists who staff ~e town halls. They are terrified 
of taking the struggle against the law beyond the 
boundaries of the Council chamber or the harmless 
protest demonstration. As with the other failed 
attempts at 'socialism in one borough' therefore, the 
option the Council will undoubtedly choose when the 
crunch comes is one of savage reductions in jobs and 
services. Against this .• "<, say there is an alternative 
based on working class needs and working class 
struggle-industrial action now to peg rates and main
tain jobs and services •• 

by Sue Todd 



~Mlrish Gene~1 Election ~ 

LABOUR BANKRUPT, WHILE 
HAUGHEY COURTS BANKRUPTCY 

We print uelow an analysis of the recent election in the South of Ireland. 
The article is adapted from the editorial of the forthcoming edition of 
Class Struggle (No.9), journal of the Irish Workers Group the fraternal 
organisation of Workers Power in Ireland. That editorial contains a much 
fuller analysis of the election and deals with the Republican and Socialist 
groups' positions which, for reasons of space, we have had to leave out. 

THE FEBRUARY GENERAL election in the 
South of Ireland has sharply exposed the intense 
crisis facing the Southern bourgeoisie. It did 
nOthing to resolve it. 
The result, another hung Dail (parliament!, hes served 

to warn the Irish bourgeoisie, and its financial over
lords, including those in Wall Street and the City of 
London, that the two-party parliamentary system of 
hoodwink has worn precariously thin. 

What the elections have not done, however, despite 
the many claims, is to provide any alternative political 
voice speaking for the real needs of the exploited and 
oppressed. 

The Southern electorate, predominantly working 
class, returned neither Fitzgerald of the more conse,... 
vetive Fine Gael (who were governing in coalition with 
the Labour Party) nor Haughey of the bourgeois, but 
more populist, Fianna Fail, with an overall majority. 
This was so despite FF's calculated adaptation of its 
propaganda to "the needs of the workers", "equity", 
etc. This rhetoric, along with promises to "put jobs 
first", to levy the finance houses and to keep major 

.• ~ enterprises in production, failed to secure a clear 
" ry for Haughey. 

. ... .-his is all the more suprising when the alternative 
was the explicit savegery of the Fine Gael rivel pro
gramme (based on the last government's anti-working 
class austerity budget), fully supported by the Parlia
mentary Labour clique under Michael O'Leary. FF 
failed to get a majority in spite of an improvement in 
their first preference vote of 2% (up to 47%), due to 
the recovery of a full half of the vote that went to 

f • '-Block candidates in the last ell[lCtion. 

IRISH ELECTION RESULTS 

PARTY 

Fianna Fail 

Fine Gael 

Number of seats 

81 

63 

Labour 15 

Sinn Fein the Workers' Party 3 

Independents 4 

~ '~hey's own position as leader of FF is just as 
L J. } . , -r'e as is his premiereship in the country. He came 

~ ".. ~J~ head of the party in November 1979, draped in 
the green cloak of nationalism. Alt the time the Irish 
bourgeoisie, requiring a reversal to the trand of indus
trial unrest, deficit budgeting and public sector wage 
incraases, saw Haughey as the best means of putting 
the knife into the working class under thet cloak of 
populist and nationalist rhetoric. 

However, his shem nationalism did not endear him 
to '-- ' 1ections of FF. His enemies within the party are 
pal •. ~1.IIarly resentful of the way in which Haughey's 
stance has armed the Opposition parties with lethal 
arrows in an effective and bellicose personal offensive 
against him, which hes damaged the electoral standing 
of the party. His insecurity within the Party and Dail 
was such that despite over two years to run and a 20-
seat majority he began to prepare an early General 
Election to get a personal mahdate and more ground 
for his own faction. It took him 18 months to get a 
grip on government and synchronise support from 
both workers and farmers, the latter's EEC price rises 
being delayed till late spring. The attempt to buy and 
hold popular support escalated the public debt for day 
to day spending and alienated sections of capital in
cluding the banking and financial sector. 

The post-election political gang-war between 
Haughey's faction and the rest of the F F party may 
for the time being heve confirmed him as leader and 
head of Government. But it expresses the deep con
tradictions thet dog the ruling class in general and 
which in particular dog its attempt to maintain the 
system of a bourgeois government and a bourgeois 
opposition to decimate working class political indep
endence. 

Threatened from within by opponents such as 
O'Malley with a true-blue pedigree on "law and order" 
and who has a record of the most open hostility to 
workers militancy, Haughey depending on a precarious 
parliamentary alliance is also wlnerable to Fine Gael's 
cherges of fiscal deception. Under these pressures, any 
resolution of the factionalism in Fianna Fail can onlv 
be in the direction of outflanking Fine Gael with 
proofs to the bourgeoisie and imperialism of FF's 
greater reliability to wage the class offensive on all 
fronts. 

This is as true on the national question as it is on 
the economic front. The reality of the Southern bour
geoisie's common interest with Britain, expressed in 
Haughey's 1980 talks with Thatcher, set new limits 
on FF anti-Partitionist rhetoric;. In June 81 Haughey 

was unable to deflect popular anger over Thatcher's 
murder of the hunger strikers in which he was seen to 
be implicated. Not only did the H-Block vote lose him 
that election, however, but the nemesis of his pre
!election fiscal opportunism undermined him in the 
seven months of the resulting hung Dail. While the 
bourgeoisie would prefer a stable single-party govern
ment to relying on the coalition of Fine Gael with a 
Labour Party that cannot deliver up either the workers 
or their votes, the ruling class have come to have grave 
doubts about FF under Haughey. Hence the massive 
rallying of urban middle class support to the Fine 
Gael banner of budgetary "responsibility". 

Ha~ghey's immediate declaration on assuming 
power that National Unity was his government's prim
ary concern, when all around him the oracles of bour
geois opinion are pointing to economic catastrophe, 
is now, more than ever, a desperate effort to use every 
last ounce of F F populism to silence the growing pro
tests and create breathing space to engineer a new 
General Election and a stable bourgeoiS majority. 

The I rish Labour Party,despite !'Iaving the affiliat
ion of most of Ireland's trade unions is in no way an 
independent voice for labour in the Dail. On the con
trary it is the assiduous lap dog of the firecely anti
working class Fine Gael. In return for a sniff of gov
ernmental power it has long opted for coalition with 
this party at the expense of representing the interests 
and aspirations of workers. The result of this has been 
a steady demise in working class support for the party. 

It is true thet Labour returned with 15 seats. But 
its loss of 1 % of the vote must be added to the 3% 
lost in June 81. Its present standing at 9% of the pop
ular vote compares with previous heights of around 
20%. But even thet 9% owes much to the rallying pow
er of the Coalition's appeal to middle class and petty 

. bourgeois "responsibility". Fine Gael even mentioned 
some Labour candidates by name for support in its 
literature in Dublin where Labour did consistently 
better in the middle cless areas where Fine Gael's vote 
was also improved. Added to this is the important 
fact of the provi ncial oature of the core of Labour's 
support. 

Labour's rural consarvatism was used by the bur
eaucrecy to extinguish the urban working class radic
alism partially drawn into the Party in the sixties,but 
which was allowed limited expression only through 
local area branches and never through delegates of the 
affiliated union rank and file,from whom the Party 
was kept separate and unaccountable. Of its gains in 
the cities Labour retained little other than the liberal 
intellectuals, environmentalists, and civil-libertarians 
who, when they couldn't win seats by popular vote, 
were put in the oxygen-tent of the Senate. Thus of 
its 15 seats, Labour won seven in large rural constit
uencies with small towns thet rely on agriculture 
scattered industry and tourism. Those 7 were won 
with an average share of the first preference vote or 
over 20% in stark contrast to the vote that won the 8 
city seats. The 5 Dublin Labour seats were won on an 
average less then 15% of the vote (despite the middle 
class Coalition support) and the 3 in Cork and Galway 
on an average less then 13%. Labour's vote elsewhere 
was disastrous and especially raflectec;i the organisat
ional collapse of the party sinca 1977. 

This demise hes caused anxiety in sections of the 
party, particularly inside the trade 'union bureaucracy. 
In June 1981 there was a (feeble) move by some el
ements within the bureaucracy to oppose the coalit
ionism of the party leadership. The key trade union " 
bureaucrats who opposed Labour's entry into Coalit
ion were John Carroll of the Irish Transport and 
General Workers Union and Paddy Cardiff of the 
Federated Workers Union of Ireland representing over 
2,000,000 workers. It was clear that Cardiff was not 
opposing Coalition but perhaps trying to dissasociate 
himself from, if not prevent, the further crumbling of 
Labour's organisation that would result, for he argued 
that Labour should nevertheless support a minority 
Fine Gael government I 

Carroll's formally more correct position masked 
his union's preference for Fianna Fail over Coalition. 
He became a member of the Labour Parliamentary 
Party by taking a seat in the Senate. His record of 
acquiescane in Coalition is thus clear. He warned dur
ing tl1e second election that O'Leary's Coalitionist 
course in defiance of the Party ruling council would 
call into question trade union affiliation. But when 
after the election the Parliamentary Party categorica
lly rejected an allianca with the five 'Left TDs' (3 
SFWP TDs and two 'left' independents, Kemmyand 
Gregory) in the Dail which hed to be part of any 
strategy of political independence from FF and FG, 
nothing was heard of his dissent. 

Micheel D.' Higgins is believed to be the leading 
anti-Coalitionist within the Party. But his stand was 

~. 

not one of principle either. He obeyed party discip
line to vote the Coalition into office after June 81. 
Obeisance to party discipline also ensured his support 
for two savege Coalition budgets. Being Party Chair
man he was in a key position to wreck O'Leary's 
acceptance of a joint budget based election platform 
with Fine Gael in defiance of the Party council, but 
he diplomatically argued there was no fundamental 
conflict and retrospectively claimed that his and 
O'Leary's avoidance of public conflict showed their 
"political maturity". 

Inevitably he did not challenge O'Leary's confirm
ation behind the back of the Party members as parl
iamentary leader after the election I Vet in the new 
Dail he is pinioned as the man who wrecked the 
chance of a new Coalition by his campaign and his 
casting vote in the Party council the day before the 
new Dail. The truth is that, when the chances of sec
uring a Coalition majority were seen to be extremely 
slim, and that even if achieved it could only last the 
briefest time, he was able to get a single vote majority 
NOT for a politically independent Labour opposition 
but only for 'independently' supporting without join
ing a minority Fine Gael government I Labour AND 
its lefts are 'congenitally incapable, of their own acc
ord, of breaking from political support for the capit
alist parties. Only the demands of workers mobilised 
in struggle can guarantee the smashing of the coalit
ionism. The so called lefts cannot be trusted to lead" 
that struggle. 

Fundamentally the trade union bureaucrats and 
their left echo inside the Labour Party use the party 
to usurp the mantle of James Connolly. However, 
where he fought to unite the Irish working class in 
the struggle for a Workers Republic and against im
perialism, his usurpers do the exact opposite. Follow
ing the imperialist partition of the island the union 
leaders, mindful of their role as brokers between lab
our and capital, defined the labour movement politic
ally within an acceptance of the two artificially separ
ated Irish states. Connolly's murder by the British 
Cabinet (then including British Labour leader 
Arthur Henderson) prior to the consolidation of a rev
olutionary vanguard inside the working class, allowed 
the bureaucrats to get away with this tragic betrayal. 
However, unable to explicitly repudiate the tradition 
for which Connolly's heroism had earned undying 
prestige among workers they adopted his name and 
memory as a rhetorical mask for a stunted Southern 
Labour Party which rejected Connolly's perspective 
of the Workers Republic. They went on to insulate it 
organisationally from rank and file trade union dem
ands and struggle. 

Thus the Irish working class movement already em
bodies the experience of a failed search for a political 
leadership in the form of a Party of Labour. The I LP 
functions politically for the bureaucracy as their 
proof of belonging to Connolly's tradition and as 
their 'answer' to any demand for- political action 
which might filter through the tightly controlled and 
remote official organs of the unions. The delegate to 
union conferance who asks for some accounting for 
the Union's political affiliation will at best be directed 
to express her or his interest by joining, outside of the 
union, a constituency branch of the Party. Of the 

Charlie Haughey -left holding the Irish baby after the 
election. 

political levy funds, care is taken that as little as poss
ible be said by officials. They are worried that open
ness on this point would lead members to ask if there 
is any reason at all for continuing to pay the levyl 

I n their brokerage with the bourgeoisie the union 
bureaucrats have little need of Labour. When compe
lled to divert workers militancy (e.g. the tax mobilis
ations) into the illusory road of parliamentary reform, 
they have bargained directly for a 'National Under
standing', on social and economic goals, with what
ever was the governing bourgeois party. The elements 
of the bureaucracy who argued against the June 81 
Coalition of Labour with Fine Gael could scar~ely hide 
their preference for economic dealing with Fianna 
Fail. Neither could this hide their concern that lab
our should not be so obvious in its lust for the spoils 
of office that it would sacrifice the last residue of its 
limited support only to destroy the bureaucracy's pol
itical camouflage and the marginal privileges of stand
ing for public office which is part of the career of the 
trade union official. 

Vet the Labour Party. however stunted is the 
"official" party of the major unions in the South and 
stands as an obstacle to the fight for revolutionary 
socialist politics in the organised trade union move
ment. The fight to make the bureaucracy accountable 
for Labour's treachery, the fight to bring the union 
affiliations under rank and file democratic control. 
the fight to impose rank and file demands in struggle 
on Labour, the fight to force it out of the Coalition
all continue to be important tactics for revolutionar
ies. They are not in any way based on the illusion of 
reforming the Labour Party but are rather directed at 
revolutionary communist (Trotskyist) alternative 
throughout the whole of Ireland .• 

Women's Fightback - a feminist 
enclave? by Sue Thomas 

AT THE' WOMENS Fightback' conference held on 
Saturday March 27th, over 300 women heard 
speaken from struggles such as PI_eys, Rulecan and 
St. Mary's Hospital Paddington. Their common theme 
was the way union bureaucrats had sabotaged their 
struggles. 

But the whole format of the-conference prevented 
it deciding on clear policies to give a lead to women 
trade unionists in struggle. Virtually the whole time 
was spent in workshops - and in the afternoon plenary 
session, only a short time was given to floor sepakars 
and no resolutions were allowed. The morning work
shop on the NHS had, in fact, produced, on the 
instigation of a Workers Power supporter delegated 
from her NUPE branch, a clear resolution on the 
key issues facing health worken at pr_nt, including 
strike action on the pr_nt pay claim and building 
Joint Shop Stewards Committees. However, along 
with resolutions from other workshops, this has 
bean consigned to publication in Fightback at 
some unspecified future date. 

The organi18n of Women's Fightback - mostly 
IUpporters of Socialist Organisar - deliberately chose a 
structure .imilar to that of past feminist conferences. 
Workshops, women only and no resolutions, all in 
the name of confidence building, actually served to 
ensure that neither delegates or observen left the 
conference committed to any serious action proposals.. 

What was cl.r was that 
Socialist Orpnisar's laeciing spok_oman et the con
ferenca, Rachel Lever, saw the conference al a m.ns 
of launching her feminist penpectiva of taking the 
ideas of the women's movement (which ones '1 
which section of the movement '1) into the 
Labour movement. 

For her, the main problems facing women in the 

trade unions are male privilege and the fact that the 
unions are 'grossly patriarchal institutions..' 

Posed in this completely one-sided manner, this 
view ignores the fact that union bureaucrats stamp 
on all rank and file struggles that might get out of 
their control. The National Union of Tailoring and 
Garment -Workers executive withdrew their backing 
for the Lee Jeans occupation - just as the AUEW leader
ship refused support to Lawrence Scott. Certainly 
the bureaucrats play 011. and cultivate backwardness 
in the membership on the women's question, as they 
do 'On racial ·oppression. 

Rachel Lever's weai.Jons in the fight against pat· 
riarchy in the unions are positive discrimination and 
building 'autonomous enclaves' • But the fight for 
positive discrimination - necessary to overcome years 
of prejudica and ensure that women's voices are 
heard in the unions must be linked to the prespective 
of transforming the unions, otherwise all that it means 
is lubstitutingiemale bureaucrats for male ones. But 
on this vital point Rachel Levor is silent. And as the 
WP leaflet to the conference stated, fighting 
women'. caucu_ are often necessary as a spring
board to action and to winning male workers to the 
struggle for women's jobs and interests.. But no 
woman militant worth her salt wants to get stuck 
in an enclave. Women's caucuses are necessary means 
of struggle but they are not ends in themselves. 

Working class women are being attacked on all 
fronts by the ruling class. But there is resistance -
women heve fought determined struggles in a number 
of factories - Plessey's being the most recent 
no'table example. In th_ struggles the enemies of 
women have been the bosses and the bureaucrats, 
not men in general. Despite the denunciations of the 
union leaders at the conferenca, Rachel Lever and 
her supporters in SO have chosen to forget this basic 
truth. In so doing, they are building Fightback into 
an obstacle to a working class women's- movement -
not a bridge towards one.. 
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Nicaragua . at . the . crossroads 
IN PART ONE of this review of Henri Weller's 

"Nicaragua: The Sandinist Revolution". we poin
ted out Weber's fatal error of analysin!l the FSLN 
as Cl 'Revolutionary Workers' and Peasants' Gov
ernment' which was both 'thoroughly hostile to 
the bourgeoisie' and proceeding to the 'transition 
to socialism'. (W.P. No 30). We showed how it 

Weber takes · the Mel 
was only possible to adopt such a position on a 
Government openly committed to defending a 
'mixed (capitalist) economy' by abandoning the 
ABC of Marxism. Weber revises the Marxist theory 
of the state - for him the key question becomes 
who controls the state machine. For marxists how-, 
ever, the real criteria for determining the class nat
ure of a state is what property forms it defends. 

, He abandons the fight for the Dictatorship of the 
Proletariat, the only state form which can com
plete the revolutionary transformation from cap
italism into communism. 

While it is clear from his book that Weber differs from 
the majority of the USFI on the charaC'terisation of the 
regime (the Mandelite faction of the USF I has so far re
sisted declaring it a Workers and Peasants Governmentl 
they are in complete accord on their assessment of the 
nature of the FSLN leadership and the direction in which 
they think it is taking Nicaragua. For example. the USFI 
declares"The FSLN leadership. which up to now has I proved that it is conscious of the nacessity of preventin,g 
by all means the reconstruction of a bourgeois state is 
objectively following the road of the construction of 
the dictatorship of the proletariat, of a workers' state -
whatever might be the rather unclear theoretical formulas 
which it iuses to express this real process" (Editorial 
'International Marxist Review' Number l.pAI 

Once again the OSFI follows its well-worn path of 
accomodating to petit-bourgeois forces which it believes 
will carry out the tasks of the proletariat and its organ
ised vanguard - the ,Revolutionary Party. Once again. 
faced with a petty-bourgeois maovement with 'revol
utionary' credentials. the USFI folds up the Trotskyist 
programme and the Leninist vanguard party and stows 
them away for the duration. After all if Tito. Mao, Ho 
Chi Minh and Castro could all create workers' states. de
spite their 'unclear theoretical formulas' thanks to the 
strength of the 'objective process' 'world revolution' 
etc, then the Sandinistas can as well . Indeed they have 
a head start by not being Stalinists. Untimely criticism. 
let alone building a seperate party. could only hinder 
history's advance. Of course such a process may come 
to grief. such as befell Ben Bella in Algeria. But then the 
good 'Trotskyists' will rummage in their books and theses 
and explain. post festum. what went wrong. 

In practice this means tying the working class to Stal
inism or 'Ieft'bonapartist regimes. Thus in Nicaragua. 
as.in those previous cases. even talk of building a rev
olutionary Trotskyist party becomes an embarrassment. 
to be denounced as 'sectarianism' in relation to the FSLN. 

• I 

Absurd Pentagon spy-plane photo allegedly showing "Soviet-style" this, i!nd "Sdviet-style" that. The us imperialists 
are forced to rely on such nonsense precisely because there is no Soviet funding of the Nicaraguan army. 

It is from this standpoint. a standpoint much closer The ARE's and the 'permanent production committ-
to that of Kautsky than Lenin. that the few criticisms ees' or 'factory committeeS' are ,similarly non-elected 
made by Weber of the regime arise. Weber's concerns lie and have a minority of rank and file repres.entatives. 
not with the failure of the regime to expropriate the What Weber describes here is the 'popular power' much 
bourgeoisie. nor even with its attacks on independent loved by 'Ieft' bonapartists the world over from Colonel 
workers' organisations. but with its failure to uphold ~uamrnar Gaddafi's ,'Jamahlriya; tO,Fidel Castro's 
'pluralism' in Niicaragua. However in his search for sj;alinist 'people's power' . ' 
'Socialist Democracy' Weber does reveal the real devel- lit is a charade designed to disguise a bonapartistdic-
opments inside Nicaragua. the nature of 'popular power' tatorship from the workers and peasants. In Gaddaffi's 
and the attitudes of the FSLN leadership to workers' case it is a capitalist bonapartism. In Castro's it is a Stalin-
organisations and workers' power. ist one - ie. although Cuba has post-capitalist property 

On the Sandinista Defence Committees (COS I. which relations and is a workers' state. the proletariat is totally 
the CDC's. the bodies which organised the armed revolts excluded from political power by a usurping bureau-
against Somoza in the cities. have now become; Weber cracy. Castro, like all Stalinists,hides the bureaucracy's 
has this to say: "Those who imagine that the pyramid parasitic rule in constitutional forms stolen from bour-
of Sandinista Defence Committees is. like the legendary geois or petit-bourgeois politics. If the Russians and East 
pyramid of soviets, the organisational expression of Europeans disguise their dictatorship with parliaments. 
direct power in Nicaragua (the true form of proletarian unive~sal suffrage and name them 'democracies of the 
democracy at last I are once again mistaking their de- whole people" or 'Peoples Democracies' then Castro bor-
sires for reality. rows from Third World Populism his organs of 'peoples 

The COS's do assume functions of local mobilisation, ! power' • These bodies remain plebiscitary at best - ie. to 

ul auxiliary bodies for the regime. But in no way are function is to discuss petty details and criticise the lower 
hey themselves centres or sources of power. It is not echelons of the bureaucracy for "not carryi ng out the 
ithin these committees that broad national options leaders wise decisions. . 

re debated and decided; not within them that the rulers 

'~igilance and administnltion. and as such they are use- approve of the proposals of the leaders. Their nor.mal 

I W b • b k f f ds f f re chosen:' Weber p.1131 These empty forms have nothing in common with the 
nl ~ er s 00 0bcourse'honbe I~n nOh mNe~ Ion 0 a Weber then goes on to examine the other bodies which organs of the direct and full. political. dictatorship of 

revo utlonary party ecause e eleves t e lcaraguan. , hi' who h' 
I d h . h h f th FSLN N 'th the FSLN call organs of 'dlrect democracy' the Council t e pro etarllt. IC Involves the masses. both prolet-

dmassesh a rea y a~ 0:c;n t / ~ are ~ .! Wh.j t el er of State municipal juntas the assemblies of 'cabildos arian and peasant. in the direct control of the workers' 
ho~ ~,:t ~~y ~ n ~o Ig t or f OVI ~. • IS abiertos: (discussion assmbliesl the economic reacti- state. through democratic soviets. For revolutionaries 
e as I e Ime or genuine organs 0 wor ers power. " bl' (ARE' I T Co' . the key task in Nicaragua,would be to expose such sham 

he is very worried about what he terms 'socialist demo- i vatlon assem les s. he uncll of State IS made . , . . 
• W bb' . FSLN up of appointed delegates of parties and mass organisation _ democracy and fight to bUild real factory committees 

cracy . Here e er ecomes most cntlcal of the. . and trade unions with democratically elected delegates 
regime. Again his positions echo those of Mandel. Mandel~ the party and other leaderships are themselves not ele- . '. . ' 

'I h' . f P I cted by the rank and file but co-opted from above' responsible to the rank and file. Only such bodies. to-
attempts to reconcl et e DU:latorshlp 0 the ro et- h . h d"d' Id d f ' , . h h I" f hE' dS (Weberp1131 The 135 municipal j'untas are appointed get erwlt townan cltywl esovlets.cou eend , arlat Wit t e po ItlCS 0 t e urocommunlsts an oc- .. h k' I . • 
, I 0 I d h' . h' 'Th S· I 0 not elected - "There is no more sign of municipal elec t e wor 109 c ass against the employers and the FSLN s la emocracy elm. In IS eses on ocla emo- , -, . f hi" 0 I ed 

• t f da tall ' h B I h 'k tions in Nicaragua than there is of legislative elections protection 0 t e emp oyers Interests. ' n yarm cracy 0 un men y revise t e 0 s eVI concep- - wo ke d ,t Tt' d th t ' I . f 
tion of Soviet Democracy. In these theses Soviet Power even though citizens are sometimes called upon to ac- r rs an peasa~ s ml I. las un er e con ro 0 . 

This touching liberal belief in the democratic crec 
tials of the Nicaraguan bourgeoisie (what bourge\Ois 

,ever respected rev.olutionary legality!) would be dis, 
astrous for the Nicaraguan masses. The Nicaraguan 
bourgeoisie has hitherto refrained from taking up al 
because the arms of the FSLN defend its 80% of tt 
means of 'production. Weber even goes so far as to c 
the FSLNfor periodically closing down thebourgec 
daily 'La Prensa·. 

We must remember that Weber is referring to a re 
which he believes to be a ',Re,volutionary Workers al 
Peasants Government;' . The idea that such a govern 
in the middle of a life and death struggle with impel 
ialism (and if it was really such an anti-capitalist gm 
ernment in struggle with its own bourgeoisie 
as well I should shrink from taking all necessary meo 
to suppress the bourgeoisie. including depriving thel 
all Political rights. is a travesty of Marxism. Is it littl 
wonder that on page 130 Weber attacks Lenin's def 
ition of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat as 'rule 
based directly on force and unrestricted by any law 
which Lenin used in a polemic with an opponent us 
similar arguments to Weber - Kautsky? 

Weber is left appealing to the FSLN to be 'a bit m 
democratic and suggesting ever so tentatively· that 
perhaps soviet democracy might prove a good idea i 
the future: 'A council democracy could progressivel 
and no doubt slowly. take shape out of factory .
ienda and neighbourhood committees - providi' 
these committees really have the capacity. e~.:.tt1~ 
strict regulation, to influence decisions and to appo 
control. and recall leaders : (Weber p.132. our em-
phasis.1 • 

In case this seems like going a bit far. Weber quici 
adds: ·Socialists. then. will not criticise the Sandinii 
political system in the name of an ideal model of dl 
cracy outlined by the founders of Marxism. whic" • 
only to be appliiKrin toto. For such a 'model' - \ 
state of workers councils beginni.;g to wither away 
not yet exist anywhere except as a mobilising visiol 
the future. I n any· ca.se. the prevailing conditions in 
Nicaragua. both structural and conjunctural, make 
such a model seem especially unrealistic.' (p.1331. 

Here we see the USFI's junking of the whole heri1 
of Leni'n and Trotsky - of the healthy revolutionary 
periods of the Comintern and the Fourth Internatio 
Soviets are neither indispensable as organs of the Stl 
gle for power or for the political rule of the proletal 
Joseph Hansen in 1961 reduced them to mere 'forrr 
of proletarian democracy' . Desirable certainly. but 
their absence was not enough to justify calling CaStl 
Cuba 'deformed' - indeed it was 'pretty good I"........,.. 
Nevertheless he did advise Fidel to think abc; 
them. Weber will not even go that far. At best t~ 
a 'mobilising vision of the future' but here and now 
would be ~unrealistic·. Soviets are in fact just a mira 
'In the case of Nicaragua. and presumably all other i 
ialised countries which would face exactly the samE 
tural and conjunctural' problems. the workers and I 
will just have to make do with a 'paternalistand bu 
eaucratic form of governemnt' instead. This is the 
politics of the disillusioned petit-bourgeois in' -" 'jet 
who has given up on Marxism and will rest cc. Alt 
with bonapartist 'popular power' abroad and reforn 
at home. 

, t'ed f't I ha . I f claim the choice of leaders "1.. 1141 The local 'dis workers and peasants SGlvlets. could really defend Nlc-IS emp I 0 I S C ass c racter. Its ro e as an organ 0 .. .... - , . . . I' .. . 
t I d I b I th I ta . t cussion meetings' with ministers from the Council of aragua against Imperla 1St counter-revolution and Its In the first part of this review we argued that far s rugg e an ru e y one c ass. e pro e rla. over an-· . 'd' ,. 

other. the bourgeoisie. It is lauded rather for its form. State, Weber makes this clear. exercise no control over agents InSI e the country. " from there b~lng a Re~olut!Onary Workers, a~d Peas 
its direct democracy. 'Democratic freedoms' in the the leaders • ... the assemblias exercise no actual power. ,. ' , , ~ Government In po~er In Nicaragua. there IS I~ fa~ i 
abstract become the key characteristics of 'socialist demp- The discussions do not result in binding votes and the . But He~rI Weber IS not a c~mmunlst revolutl~~ry. he governmen~ .co~mltt~ to t~e defence?f capltallSrr 
cracy'. which must guarantee freedom of debate for all election of delegates to ensure they are carried out. At IS a ce~tnst,and th,erefore whl~e .he, correctl,\' POints out FS~~ coalition In alliance With the antl-Som?za bo 
parties including bourgeois parties _ 'unless they take up most there is an expression of wishes. which the leaders that .thls form of go,,!,rnme~t IS a paternallS:. bllreau- geolsl~ formed a ,,?p~lar front Gov~rnme~t firmly 
armsl" mayor may not take into account." (p.1151 l cratlc form of Govt. he goes on to declare -Only committed to the mixed economy. Despite the 

TTTlTl nn . demagogues or idealists can blame the FSLN for re- frictions between the FSLN and the bourgeoisie thi 
Gulf of N America . stricting political democracy in the phase of national popular front has not been broken. I ndeed the com 

Mexico reconstruction and consolidation of the new regime.' mittment of all wings of the FSLN. even its most'l 
(p.1171 to a capitalist 'stage' in the revolution. guarantees it 
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Of courSe the leadership of the FSLN does not wish 
to extend 'political democracy' - not,to the bourgeois 
parties through a legislative assembly and certainly not 
to the workers and peasants through genuine organs 
of workers power. The FSLN's attitude to elections 
co~es through clearly in Weber's book, he quotes an 
article in Barricada. the FSLN's daily paper giying the 
following definition of democracy "Democracy is a 
Government in the service of the toiling class. .. Now 
that we have indicated the essential element of demo
cr~~y (namely legislation or 'government by the peoplel. 
there' is the question of its formal. ,non-essential ele
men.$. We shall merely point out one of these: 
•. _ •• on· l(p.111 I 

. , 

When Weber sets out to criticise this point of view. 
he does so not from the position of a Leninist arguing 
the need for soviet democracy but from the Mandelite 
ideal of 'socialist democracy'. Thus we find Weber ' 
declaring: . 'One of the original features of the Sandinist 
Revolution. and one definitely worth preserving is the 
existence of genuine pluralism: of political parties. in
cluding bourgeois parties. so long as they respect rev
olutiOnary legality and do not resort to armed subver
sion of the press and other media." (p.1-301 

for the present. What we are seeing in Nicaragua. an 
what Weber's book documents very well. given his 
unconcealed cynicism with regard to the working 
class itself exercising power.' is the growing bonapar 
forms of the regim_~. 

Having come to power on the wave of a massive 
worker ar1d peasant rising and having smashed the 
bourgeoisie's army. the FSLN is able for a period t( 
balance between the major classes in Nicaraguan so' 
iety. To maintain its position it has to control and 
cipline both its major opponents - the workers and 
peasants on one side. and the bourgeoisie on the ot 
It must sometimes lean for support on its left wing, 
mass ,organisations which it mobilises in carefully 
controlled demonstrations of 'popular power'. if it 
threatened by US imperialism. or its own bourgeoi! 
At other times it must strike'out against the left
against the independent unions. against land seizur 
etc - and lean on its bourgeois allies. But always th 
blows will fall harder on the workers and peasants I 
long as the bonapartist regime remains committed t 
the defence of capitalism. 

(
What is clear is that the situation in Nicaragua is ~ 

highly unstable one. and that its resolution. as with 
Cuban situation between 1959 and 1960, will not b 



, ' , 

hevik road 
Neither does the Nicaraguan revolution exist in a 

vacuum. In El Salvador the FMLN is growing in strength 
and a full scale civil war rages. In Guatemala guerilla 
struggle is reaching serious proportions and is likely to 
intensify in the aftermath of the coup. Reagan, ham· 
pered to some degree by the fear and loathing for 
'another Vietnam' among the US masses, is trying to 
ensure the defeat of all these popular movements. Under 
Reagan's pressure Cuba and the Sandinistas appear to 
have drastically cut aid to the guerillas in' El Salvador, 
fearful that the growing victories of the guerrillas will 
not promote the 'negotiations' they seek,but direct 
US intervention. 

In fact the future of the Nicaraguan revolution (ie 
workers powerllies in the hands of a successful strug
gle in El Salvador and the rest of Central America. To 
aid that struggle to vistory would mean a dramatic 
break with the Nicaraguan bourgeoisie as well as with 
Reagan. Ahl .. exclaim the Sandinistas and their USFf 

Managua street poster, June 1981. It reads: "All the People to the Militias". The Sandinistas may have wanted 
'all the people' in the militias - they certainly weren't prepared to use those militias to give all power to the workers 
and peasants in Nicaragua. 

apologists, the economy would collapse, Nicaragua is strategy - which involves ideologically confusing and 
too small, too poor etc etc. These good old Menshivist organisationally strangling the proletariat· weakens land Stalinist justifications of a revolution by stages the very force that is the only sure locomotive force 
always rest on 'specific', 'practical' and 'local' prob- of the revolution. 
lems. The only thing is that they are always and every- A revolutionary communist strategy for Nicaragua 
where raised as obstacles to working class power, to therefore hinges on the struggle for the dictatorship of 
thorough-going anti-<:apitalist measures and to the inter- the proletariat based on workers, peasants and soldiers 
national spread of the revolution. councils - and on full international support for the 

The perspective and tactics of permanent revolution Salvadorean and Guatemalan insurgents. It includes the 
of course are not a magic key to success, but socialism insistent need for the full agrarian revolution in Nicar-

\ 

(or popular power) in one country, the revolution by agua which will bind the peasants to the workers and 
SU':'" ;';srllleader Jaime Wheelock arguing his case ' stages etc is not a 'practical' alternative. It is rather a can rouse the whole peasantry of Central America. It 
in Washington DC. : suicidal strategy which demobilises and disorients the includes as a first stage workers control of production 

the result of i'nternal factors alone'. The FSLN govern- i proletariat and will lead to bourgeois/imperialist counter- and distribution. Only then when the workers have 
ment is pursuing a utopian project in attempting to dev- revolution or at the very best to another isolated complete accesS'to the business secrets of the capitalists 
elop a mixed economy, to rebuild a capitalist Nicaragua workers state where the proletariat has been politically and bankers and control over these potential saboteurs 
which is independent of imperialism and one which expropriated by a parasitic bureaucracy. The 'Cuban can decisions on whether or not to immediately ex-
promises to answer the social and economic demands road' advocates of the USF I in effect.settle for the propriate them or to use their special expertise fOr a 
of the masses. Nicaragua, and the rest of central Amer- latter option, but it is not 'only intrinsically a Stalinist period, be taken. But this question will itself be sol-
ica, rr ' ins caught in the iron grip of VS imperialism and not a Trotskyist prespective - it is also a foolish ved by struggle and it would be singing sweet lullabies 
whicl. content to block all major Nicaraguan aid gamble. to tell the workers that the bourgeoisie will help them 
projects and so cripple the country economically, Specific factors - US/USSR rivalry and the latter's _ build up industry out of the goodness of their hearts. 
while at the same time encouraging counter-revolutionary willingness to supply massive military and econom'ic aid If this is the only real programme for the working 
activity. The FSLN's austerity measures and attacks on enabled Castro under threat by US imperialism to make class we must of course realise that the proletariat will 
workers organisations are one result of the economic the transition. He made it under the blows of the US not shed their illusions in the Sandinistas ,in one fell 
crisis thus provoked. The FSLN's pursuit of its mixed and Cuban bourgeoisie. Similar factors may produce swoop or as the result of propaganda receivl!d in a state 
economy plays straight into the hands of US imperialism a similar result in Nicaragua. The consequences would of passivity. The masses learn in struggle, in action, 
which hopes that these measures will erode the maSs be the splitting and purging of the Government and starting off with all their illusions and shedding them to 
support which the FSLN still undoubtedly retains as the FSLN - the creation of a Stalinist party and state the extent that they take the right course of action and 
the leaders of the anti-Somoza revolution. It i$ s,ig< repressive apparatus, the expropriation of the bourgeoisie become fully conscious of the road ahead - ie find, rally 
nifi~nt in this respect that the bourgeois daily 'L.B and East European/Cuban style planification. But round and build an alternative leadership - an alternative 

Firstly Trotskyists must fight to build and defend 
where they exist, independent, democratic organs of 
the proletariat - the factory committees, 'trade unions, the 
COS's, and militias must be transformed into gen-
uine organs of workers power. Secondly they must 
defend and assist the poor peasants to do likewise. 
Thirdly they must defend the democratic rights of all 
tendencies and parties within the workers movement 
against government repression. 

Such a communist programme would be directed firstly 
to the workers and peasants, many of whom accept the 
leadership and strategy of the FSLN, but also to the 
'left' of the FSLN who claim to stand most directly for 
the demands of the masses. We would demand that the 
FSLN break with the bourgeoisie and implement the 
above measures - only a government which carried 
through such a policy basing itself on the workers 
and peasants councils would really be a revolutionary 
workers and peasants government. 

The Nicaraguan revolution stands at a dangerous cross
roads. Only the path of proletarian revolution can offer 
the workers and peasants of Nicaragua the possibility 
'uf defending and extending the gains made through 
I,heir long and bloody struggle to overthrow Somoza. 
Only the victory of socialism and the struggle to extend 
the revolution throughout Central America, offers 
the possibility of breaking US imperialism's strangle
hold on the Nicaraguan revolution .• 

by Stuart King 
Prensa' which,. albeit for its own demagogic purposes, collapse or disintegration can occur at any point in this programme and party. A Trotskyist vanguard in Nic-
specialises in exposing the regime's bureaucratic abuses, ' 'process. Far from being 'nevitable, it could be aborted. aragua needs tactics, partial, immediate and transitional NB I n the first part of this review we referred to 
has double the circuliltion of the FSLN's daily 'Democratic' or 'undemocratic' counter"revolution is demands to intervene in mass struggle and win the Henrl Weber as a "leading member of the LCR". We 
'Barri~.!,... at least as likely as a scenario, given that the Sandinista workers and peasants to their side. have since learned that Weber has recently left the LC R. 

~ ~~- --------~------~------------------------~------~-------------------------oreno/Lambert split - SLG reply 
Sooialist Labour GrouP. 
British Section of the Fourth International 
(I nternational Centre of Reconstruction) 
BCM BO)( 7727, London WCI 

( 

March ~tn1982 

Dear Comrades, May I, through your column, appeal to 
those of your revolutionary readers interested in the 
fight to reconstruct the Trotskyist Fourth International 
on principled foundations. On March 20th (at 2pm, Room 
3D, ULU, Malet St.,) a leader of the recently founded 
FIUCR) will address a public meeting on this and 
related questions. * 

It will be an opportunity for militants to hear a more 
balanced account of the events that led to the demise 
of the FI(lC) than that conveyed in the article in Workers 
Power no.29. Whilst it is not possible to answer every 
piece of milt-information in that article in one letter, 
I would like to take up some of the more glaring 
'errors' . 

Chief among these concern the Napuri affair. Ricardo 
Napuri, ex-member of the POMR was not 'ousted from 
his organisation and accused of bing a CIA agent' . He 
resigned from the POMR because he was not prepared 
to pay his Parliamentary salary to the party. That all 
remuneration paid to the Parliamentary representatives 
of the Party be handed over to the Party funds is a 
long standing principle of our movement dating from 
the Comintern. The necessity for this in a country as 
impoverished as Peru is obvious. That Napuri has since 
applied for the commission and pension of his post in 
the army (from which he was cashiered in thelatit 
1940s when he entered revolutionary politics) indicates 
his current trajectory. That Moreno has made common 
cause with this traitor against the French PCI - what
ever differences may exist on France - is scandalous. 

Secondly your columnist seems to doubt whether 
responsibility for the split in the FIIC does lie on the 
shoulders of Moreno, as Wfl have affirmed. It should 
be pointed out that despite Moreno's characterisation 
of the OCI (U) and its leading members ('revisionist' 
'8 transmission belt for social patriotism' , 'worse than 
Stalin' etc), the comrades of the OCIIU) on the leadership 
of the FIUC) worked indefatigably to find a framework 

for r_>lving the problems. Tt;r"u~hout the autumn, 
:.1oreno refused to attend thelEC, boycotted the Gen
eral Council, supreme body of the FI(IC) between 
Conferences. and rescinded all agrll8ment on how t;) 
organise the discussion that was reached with his former 
supporters on the I EC. I n fact one of his supporters, 
Camilo Gonzalez, member of thelEC of the FIUC) 
was even expelled by Moreno for trying to find a frame
work to resolve the problems in the face of Moreno's 
obstructiven85$. 

Workers Power may not recognise Moreno's respon
sibility for the split. But leading members of organisat-

I nternational on this basis, when they have manifestly 
failed to produce such a political platform or to fight 
in practice far International Trotskyist regroupment, is 
another matter entirely. The proof of the pudding, as 
Engels said, is in the eating. At the present Workers 
Power appear to lack both the ingredients and the 
recipe. 0 

ions in Latin America praviously loyal to Moreno's WE REPL V: 
lasdership have discovered the fact and have acted 
accordingly. Ruben Rivera, ex-Central Committee mem- THE SLG's LETTER purports to take some of the 
ber of the Argentinian PST, has recently denounced more "glaring errors" which appeared in an article on the 
Moreno'sjuggling with figures, formation of self-appoin- split in the FI(lC) in Workers Powar No. 29. 
ted 'external leaderships' and his criminal splitting act. On the question of Napuri. As far as our information 
Events have already proved false Workers Power's is concerned, the OCI leadership built a faction in the 
analysis. • POMR once it realised that Napuri was going to side 

The alleged basis of the split, the so-called adaptation with Moreno in the split. That faction gained a majority 
of the French PCI to the Mitterand Government does and made a series of allegations that Napuri was an 
not withstand serious examination. If popular fronts "agent of the bourgeoisie", had "capitulated before the 
were destroyed by ritualistic press denunciation, then Belaunde government", etc, etc. 
the PCI would indeed be at fault. In reality the task Napuri was certainly ':ousted" from his organisation. 
facing them is to mobilise the French working class If in fact the real issue was not the politicel differences 
to overcoma the Mitterand governmant in practice - by but Napuri's parliamentary salary, why then was he not 
taking the leadership of the cless struggle alrasdy reging expelled one and a half years earlier when he became a 
in France. Hence it is the French PCI that organises the parliamentary deputy, and, we suspect, failed to, hand 
first demonstration against Mitterand's policies. over his salary then? Of course all this is a smokescreen. 

As far as the PCls sister organisation, the SLG, in It is just one more example of the Lambertists' refusal 
this collntrY is concerned, we stand on the gains of the to discuss political differences. Members who disagree 
resolutions and documents of the FIUC). Workers Power or who defect are always branded as "agents of the 
denou!\(:~ the FIUC) as a rotten bloc before its found- bourgeoisie", like Napuri, or lumped into an amalgam 
ing pri .. .::iples were availl,ble: the fact that it continues like the ex-Bolshevik Faction OCI members in France, 
to cW SO Is a lasst consistent. As to whether they' will who were referred to as part of a provocation engi n-

was responsible for the split, and proceeds to list the 
Morenoite "splitting activities". For every one of these 
accusations, the Moreno grouping has a reply, but we 
(and, we would estimate, most revolutionary militants) 
are not interested in taking sides in the bureaucratic man
oeuvrings which preceded the split. 

Far-reaching and fundamental political differences 
appeared less than a year after the founding of their 
"International". We have given an answer and one that 
not only analysed the basis of an unprincipled fusion, but 
pointed out why that would lead to political collapse, 
long before that collapse occurred. 

'It is revealing that the SLG attempts to answer none 
of the political criticisms we have made of the OCI or 
of the FIUC). One hurriedly organised anti-Mitterand 
demonstration might help cover Lambert's tracks, but 
it does nothing to make up for months and years of adap
tation to reformism, as documented in our paper. We 
exposed the chronic record of Mareno' adaptation to 
petit-bourgeois nationalism before your, fusion, and were 
the only British group to write a detailed critique of the 
FI (I Cl's founding principles. Vet, again the SLG appears 
incapable of replying politically. 

The SLG accuses WORKERS POWER of failing to 
"fight in practice for. international Trotskyist regroup
mant". We find this a little ironic as it was the FI (le), 
who having "lost" WORKERS POWER's and the Irish 
Workers Group's letter expressing our willingness to 
attend the much-vaunted "open conference" for Trot
skyist regroupment, proceeded to abandon the project 
in favour of their ill-fated fusion conference with the 
Morenoites. The FIUC) has given iI starting example of 
the Lambertists' and Morenoites' methods of building a 
"Trotskyist",international anC\ the results that can be 
expected from them .• 

be able to 're-elaborate a transitional progremme for the eered by fascists, stalinists and the LCR. *(We received the SLG's letter after the print date for 
new period of imperialist crisis' and rebuild the Fourth The SLG berates us for not recognising that Moreno our March Issue). ' 
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Solidarnosc in Britain 
The Solidarnosc Trade Union Working Group 
in Britain has been active building support for 
Solidarnosc since Jaruzelski's coup. 
Workers Power interviewed Andrzej Lodynski, 
a member of the group to find out about the 
Working Group's aims and about its attitude 
to the events in Poland over the last 18 months 
eighteen months. 

WP: Can you tell us about the origins of the Trade 
Union Working Group and the work that you've been 
doing since the coup? 

A: We set up the group just after the demonstration 
in Hyde Park. The group consists of peoJ!>!e who by 
chance found themselves abroad in Engl~hd and our 
basic aims are to provide information about what is 
going on in Poland-information interpreted in a cer
tain way because journalists sometimes do not under
stand very much about what happens. The second aim 
is to establish further contacts with Trade Unions in 
this country which is a continuation of the relations 
Solidarnosc had before the coup. 

WP: How much success have you had in your attempts 
to forge strong links with the British Trade Unions? 

A: I don't think the situation in Britain is as good as 
in other countries. For example in France there is 
enormous support from some Unions-with the ex
ception of the CGT but there is even a split in the CGT 
-and there is a group of supporters in the CGT. But 
in Britain it is not as good and this is one of the things 
that makes us rather upset. We understand that here 
there is only one big Trade Union organisation so there 
is no situation of competition-in some countries the 
Unions compete and fight for Solidarity representatives 
but nothing like that happens here. 

Another thing is that the TUC is a very big organ
isation and works very very slowly. It moved slowly 
when Solidarity was born~fficial TUC recognition 
came after the strike in August and the Gdanks agree
mentl Not all the Unions we would li ke to have con
tacts with make enough effort to establish contact 
with us. Unions like the NUM, for example, are rather 
reluctant. 

WP: Have any unions refused support? 

A: We have only met those Union leaders who have 
answered our telephone calls. We didn't try to go to 
the people who we know in advance are reluctant. We 
are very small and there are many unions. We haven't 
had a case of a direct refusal to meet us. We didn't try 
to meet the miners. However we sent letters to all the 
Unions with information about ourselves and not ev
ery union answered. We don't want to insist very 
much. If someone is interested we go and we talk. 

WP: But what about the response of rank and file 
workers in factories that you've visited on tours in 
Scotland and the North? 

A: The tours were very successful. Of course there 
was much misunderstanding. There were cases in Scot
land where we were attacked as CIA agents by Stalin
ists but this was rare. In the most cases our speaker 
was welcomed with sympathy and understanding. 

WP: Could Solidarnose for588 the coup d'mt and 
were any preparations made for it? 

,A: No. Solidarnosc did not expect such a widespread 
precise and sudden operation which by one stroke 
would crush the whole Union. Such a thing was not 
expected by Solidarnose. However in the last few 
weeks before the coup there was a very tense atmos
phere and some people in the leadership and some of 
the rank and file expected that there would be a con
frontation. But nobody had enough imagination to con
ceive of what was going to happen. 

WP: Were there any preparations for an increased lev
el of confrontation? 

A: If you mean by preparation the collecting of 
arms and guns such a thing couldn't happen in' Polish 
society where there are very limited opportunities for 
access to guns and radio apparatus. All such technical 
devices are highly restricted and impossible to buy. 
Moreover such actions would have given the pretext 
for the authorities to claim that we were preparing 
for power. 

WP: Were there plans for a general strike or demon
stration? 

A: The pattern was set on that of Bydgoscz where 
there was a big conflict and a national warning strike. 
The National Commission of Solidarnose called for a 
warning strike if the Sejm voted for a state of emerg
ency and the banning of strikes. But the military coun
cil suspended the sessid~ of' the Parliament I 

WP: We always argued that it was a utopia to attempt 
to build a free Trade Union on a permanent basis bec
ause the Stalinist bureaucracy cannot coexist with 
independent organisations of the working class. 
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,Demons till tor against the coup in Decemi!..er - the PSC is now on the road to an anti-communist popular front:' 
A: Nobody can predict which way the Soviet bloc will We always thought our fight was for values that wer,e' 
change. I n the long term it will change but we don't of universal significance. We did make an appeal to 
know in what way. Any kind of change is possible the workers of the Eastern bloc. There were attempts 
only through pressure either from below, as with Sol- to meet the Trade Unions in Western countries. . 
idainosc, or perhaps combined pressure from below Bogdan ~is, for example, came to Britain to meet 
and from outside the whole bloc. So far we don't know Trade Union leaders. 
any examples of where the bureaucracy allowed ind-
ependent organisations to exist but to say this will 
never change is a belief that it is only partly supported 
because the future is always open. 

WP: What was the attitude of the Solidarnosc move
ment to socialism? 

A: The Polish people identify 'socialism' with 36 
years of bureaucratic oppressive rule. Don't forget 
Solidarnosc was crushed by the authorities in the 
name of socialism. If by socialism you mean the sys
tem that has existed for 36 years then all the workers 
are against it. But on the other hand no one ever dream· 
ed of giving the big factories, shipyards and mines 
back into private hands. Solidarnosc was insisting on 
deep reforms in the system of power and decision 
making. 

WP: We think the movement of the Polish workers 
could have laid the basis for genuine workers power 
in Poland but its leadership always tried to use this 
power to win reforms rather than destroy the bureauc
racy itself. 

A: The problem was that almost everyone was convin
ced that had Solidarnosc tried to crush the bureauc
racy and to move in the way you suggest then a Soviet 
invasion was inevitable. The answer to your question 
can the system be reformed should be that as long as 
the Soviet Union is behind such countries as Poland 
and Czechoslovakia and as long as it strongly 
holds the Brezhnev doctrine the system is not reform
able. 

WP: We recognised the danger of the armed might of 
the USSR against the Polish workers and argued there
fore that the Polish workers needed a perspective that 
went beyond their own boundaries and reached out 
to the workers of Czechoslovakia, East Germany and 
th'e USSR itself. 

A: Solidarnosc was a small child. It lived only 15 
months. It was first and foremost busy with the 
struggle for survival and organisation. It was a mass 
popular movement not a tiny group that had been 
organised for many years like the Bolsheviks in Russia 
and who were prepared to take power. It had enorm
ous problems with organisation. Had Solidarity had 
more time it could have developed in this direction 

WP: What about the role of the Catholic Church in 
Solidarnosc?We've always argued that the Church 
hierarchy was, on a world scale, a force for reaction 
and was attempting to use the mobilisation to streng
then its own bargaining position with the bureaucracy. 

A: Had Solidarnosc had different aims-for example 
to overthrow the bureaucracy-then it would have 
paid less attention to what the Church says. But 
Solidarnosc did not want to overthrow the authorities, 
it wanted to rebuild the structures of the state. It 
wanted reforms like self-management in the factories 
but in a legal way. The Church was useful for example 
when the authorities refused to register the peasants 
organisations Rural Solidarnosc. The Church took the 
side of Solidarnosc and the authorities climbed down. 

I don't think that the Church had very much in
fluence on the decision making of Solidarnosc. To 
give you an example. During the August strike in 
Gdansk, Primate Wyszynski delivered a sermon which 
was the first to be broadcast on TV and was under
stood to mean 'Go back to work, stop the strike' but 
the strike leaders and the workers didn't pay attention 
even though they had pictures of the primate on the 
gate. 

WP: After the initial big mobilisations didn't the 
Catholic Church strengthen its influence through the 
advisers and on the leadership itself? 

A: I don't think the Church's influence was becoming 
stronger and stronger. The more Solidarnosc insisted 
on change the more the bureaucracy objected. Relat
ions between Solidarnosc and the bureaucracy became 
more tense and, especially in the last three months, 
the Church was used as a channel of communication 
by both sides. When the authorities wOt,Jldn't speak to 
the National Commission then messages were trans
'!Iitted through the Church. We would transmit 
through the Church what we were prepared to negot
iate on and what we were refusing to shift on. 

To be clear on one point about the leaders, advis
ers and the Church. Many people were asked to come 
to the National Commission and advisers were given 
the platform to spea~ but from the beginning the Nat
ional Commission alone were representatives and had 
a vote on decisions. The advisers had the right to 
speak but not to vote, 

WP: How far was the National Commission dominateci 
by 'intellectual elements', how far by blue collar 
workers? 

A: I can't give you the exact p~centages. Workers 
in factories often elected non-manual workers because 
they were seen as more articulate. Workers, as well 
as other emploiyees, saw one common enemy-the 
apparatus, the appratchiks. There was such a big gulf 
between the people and the apparatus of the govern
ment and party that it made little difference whether 
representatives were manual workers or not because 
aims were shared. There were so many things to be 
done and everyone agreed that the key thing was 
whether those elected were honest and strong enough 
to go to the National Commission to make our point. 

WP: How did accountability and recallability work 
in Solidarnose? 

A: There were some conflicts of course. The most 
famous case was over BydgqszC2 where a decision had 
to be made very quickly. Opinion was widespread that 
the Russians were just about to move. The decision 
to sign the Bydgovzcz agreement, which was a very 
weak one, was not taken by the National Commiss-
ion but by Walesa and his closest collaborators. 
Gwiazda, for example, accused Walesa of taking this 
decision in an undemocratic way. Modzelewski resignee 
as spokesman over this. 

In the normal workings of Solidarnosc the bodies 
were accountable. For example at the Gdansk Congr~ 
the various commissions that had been established to 
negotiate with the authorities were attacked and ques
tioned by the delegates from the floor. 

WP: Did base organisations have the power to r~i 
their delegates to the National Commission? 

A: Yes, such things happened. It happened in Krakow 
and Jastrzelbiewhere representatives were recalled. The 
roots of the system of elections to the National Comm
ission lay in the individual factories. In one factory 
the workers elected Michnik of KOR as a delegate 
beceuse of his popularity but he was not employed 
there or in any other factory. It was decided not to 
allow this after a lot of discussion lasting for three 
months. 

WP: The coup d'etat has obviously led you to examine 
the history of Solidarno~ and give consideration to 
what needs to be done now. What are the principal 
lessons you have drawn and what is Solidarnose's per
spective both in Poland and internationally? 

A: Of course I think about whether it was a mistake 
to have existed in such an open and democratic W8l{ 

and a mistake to have insisted on reforms and negot
iations. I haven't changed my mind on this becauY
the threat of intervention. I don't see any very1:l. , 
ent way that Solidarnosc could have behaved. 

As for what to do now there are two positions on 
resistance. One position is for clandestine organisat
ion and violent resistance. The other, which is being 
strongly encouraged by Bujak, is to organise resistance 
in as open a way as possible. For example committees 
to help the internees should behave in an open way. 
I believe the authorities are so hated and that there is 
such a broad base of support for Solidarnosc tha" \ 
ery possibility for open work should be exploiteo._,1 
am against violence, as is the Solidarnosc leadership 
and there is much evidence that the recent fighting in 
Gdansk and Poznan was provoked by the police. The 
secret police can encourage such actions and then 
take the most active off to prison. 

WP: Were there any moves to form a political party 
that could act as a leadership within Solidarnose ag
ainst the PUWP ? 

A: There were attempts to create such parties. They 
were not popular because people had set all hopes on 
Solidarnosc. It was felt thet Solidarnose was an um
brella under which many things would be ,allowed 
by the authorities-for example self-management. 
But a political party would be strongly opposed by 
the authorities. The State Constitution recognised the 
leading role of the Communist Party and everything 
done by Solldarnosc was, as it were, legal because of 
the Gdan~k agreement. Parties wO/Jld be illegal. There 
were attempts to create parties but they were not 
successfu I. 

WP: What in particular do you look to British Trade 
Unionists to do in t,he next period and what particular 
activities do you have scheduled that British Trade 
Unionists could participate in? 

A: Our main objective is to get motions of support 
for Solidarnosc through the various annual conferen
ces of the Trade Unions. We want them to consider 
whether it is appropriate to continue relations with 
the 'so-called Trade Unions' in the Soviet Union for 
example. 

Its up to the Trade Unions to take the most app
ropriate means to lead to the release of Solidarnosc 
leaders. We welcome the Massey Ferguson workers 
decision to black parts from Ursus. Its a sign of gen
uine solidarity •• 
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United strike can ,defeat.-austerity plans 
BELGIUM ,HAS BEEN convulsed wi~h mass

.- ive wprkers$truggles oyer the, pa~;t months. A 
-,..- steelstrik,;~occupations of railway lines and 

bankSj:violent demonstrations, two one-day gen
eral Si:rik~, all raise the sp~re of aRClther 
Belgian general, strike_ 

Th.'~r~it1 •. of the .truggl~ lies in the crisis of the 
steel industry, located principally in the southern 
French-speaking part of the country, Wallonia. Here, 
81 in Britain, Germany and France, the steel corpor
ations have been throwing workers onto the streets; 
20,000 jobs have been lost in the last ten Yailrs. .' 

The EEC commission charged with '''slimming'' 
the steel industry, chaired by the Belgi~n, Davignon, 
Njected on March 18th a Belgian government plan; ~ 
This plan had been worked out with the, Unions, ~nd 
aimed to cut the projected investment by half, there
by threatening a further 3,500 jobs. 

This would spell disaster for the highly industrial
ised Walloon province, already hard hit by slumps in 
coal and textiles, as well as steel. Already, Belgian 
unemployment stands at 500,000. In a population 
of 9,855,000 this is the highest rate in Europe - 13% 
ahead of Britain's 11.7 % and Ireland's 11.9%. 

Steel is not the only sector hit by various ration
alisation plans. The railwayS plan to sack 6,000 wor
kers. Big rail strikes have taken place actively sup
ported by teechers who have occupied the main rail 
stations and blocked the lines. 

Belgian workers also face a concerted onslaught 
at a governmental level. Prime Minister Wilfrid Mar
tens' Social-Christian/Uberal coalition is attempting 
to enforce draconian measuras on the working class. 
Martens carried through a devaluation of the franc 
which will hit at workers wages. He wishes to destroy 
by degrees the indexation of wages - freezing wages 
till 31st May, and then achieving a 3% fall in real 
wages in 1982. He wants loss-making industries to 
cut their workers wages by 5%, to slash social sec
'l(ity payments, and reduce the bosses' corporation 
'- by 12%. Martens has sought and obtai ned from 

~I'" ~Igian parliament an act enabling him to rule 
by decree, for 12 months. 

This mild bonapartism is needed by Martens to 
carry through his attacks because of the fragmented 
nature of the Belgian bourgeois political parties - a 
source of Parliamentary impotence. The two main 
parties are surrounded by a galaxy of liberal and nat
ionalist groupings divided not only by linguistic origin 
hut also by the naed to watch over the interests of 

eir numerous and different electoral bases. This 
electoral fragmentation has led to a 'musical chairs of 

Belgian riot police attack steelworkers demonstrating in the centre of Brussels in March 
ministries and the need to give them roman numerals, The present fight has followed this pattern. On 
the current government being known as Martens V. February 8th, the FGTB called a one day general 

The Belgian working class has a remarkable history strike against Martens' austerity plan. Then the' 
of militant struggle, indeed, it virtually "invented" steel workers erupted into action, centred on the 
the modern political general strike. It has a tremen- Cockerill steel mills of Uege. A march on the EEC 
dous record of using it: all-out general strikes occur- headquarters in Brussels on February '11th ended in 
red in 1887,1891,1892,1893,1902,1913,1936,1950 fierce battles with the police. A one day general 
and 1960/61. ' strike in Uege followed on 24th Febraary. 

Some eiphty percent of the workers are union· 
ised. However, the working class is organisationally 
divided by the Fleming - Walloon split. The Walloons 
predominantly support the Belgian Socialist Party, 
and are organised in the Federation Generale du trav
ail de Belgique (FGTB). The Confederation des 
syndiaats chretian (Confederation of Christian Un
ions - CSC) draws its support mainly amongSt the 
Flemings.The latter tend to vote for the bourgeois 
Social-Christian Peoples Party. The blight of nat
ionalism and catholicism has historically weighed 
heavily on the Flemish workers, tying them to the 
bosses and allowing the clerical-reformist cSC to 
pursue a more openly class collaborationist policy 
than the leaders of the FGTB could get away with. 
The impetus to militancy has come from Wallonia, 
but in key moments of upheavel the Flemish wor
kers have been drawn into struggle. 

An all out strike in the steel industry was 
launched on March 1st. A further steel workers 
march on 16th March, which drew ten to twelve 
thousand steel workers left 179 policement and 100 
demonstrators injured in fierce fighting. This, des
pite repeated "calls for calm" before the demon
stration started. Le Monde of the 18th March noted 
that "The trade union leaders, feeling that the rank 
and file was getting out of control, wanted to avoid 
a repetition of the incidents which had occurred ... 
on February 11 th". 

They counted without the savagery of the police 
and the desperate anger of the steelworkers. A fur-' 
ther one day general strike on March 26th resulted, 
apparently, in a less solid response than did the Feb
ruary 8th one. If so, this indicates that the on-off, 
fragmented tactics of the FGTB'nolling strikes is ~ 
frittering away the solidarity of the working class in 
a way that an all-out General Strike would not. 

Further undermining a united workers response 
was the CSC's decision to hold a demonstration on 
the day after the general stri ke - even though both 
protests were aimed against the same government 
pOlicies. 

Obviously, the will and the forces exist to smash 
Martens' and the EEC's closures and austerity plans. 
An all-out general strike can mobilise these forces, 
and protect jobs, wages and social services. A fight 
is needed by the FGTB to form a united front with 
the christian unions - with their leaders if possible, 
from below at all costs. Committees of action with 
delegates from the workplaces must organise the 
strike and organise workers defence squads against 
the massive police repression that would undoubted
I y be mobilised. 

The Belgian general strike of 1960/61, like that 
of 1968 in France, posed the question and the pos
sibility 'of working class power. A general strike in 
the much harsher conditons of the 1980's where the 
bourgeoisie has little room for concessions poses 
this question again, and more sharply .• 

by Dave Stocking 

BUILD WORKERS' . SOLIDARity 
DESPITE THE SUCCESS of Jaruzelski's mili
tary c;rackdown in December, followed by 
successive waves of military/police "sweeps", 
the arrest of over a hundred thousand Polish 
wprkers and their I_ers, and the internment 

'e ~ny thousands in over 50 camps, the hated 
,_:~jinist regime has failed to smash the 
10,000,000 strong independent trade union
Solidarnosc. 

• Only the,loyalty, of millions of workers expa8ins 
why, in tha midst of this repression, Solidarnosc has 
been able to reconstruct an increasingly integrated 
and affective undergound network. The undergound 
movement is producing bulletins, organising passive 
r ,.nce in the plants, and maintaining links with 
&.. • .darnosc activists in exile; It has established a nat
IOnal centie - thit National Co",missi~n of ReSistance
and it '''l'fPOrted in-f'Socilllrst Challenge" to: have 
lininched a~eekly newspap,dnWarsaw called "Tyg
c)csnik Mato,.e". T!ll! .. !Jiln: "The ~il)ter is yours -
the spring will be ours - SolidarnoSc" appears regu
!8rly hI tha streets and plants. 

The British labour movement is duty bound, as 
an act of class solidarity, to aid the l Polish workers 
in their fight to turn this slogan into an a~mp- ,· 
!!shed fa'b1. A!l 'labourniovement bodiessbould;send 
(lonatio.,stoths .Labour Poland Solidarity Fund (the 
,addr~ !.~iy81) b~low), to aid the building of t~e 
undergi',9I,lrid !n P.oland. Labour movament bodies 
and lIIkirkplapes should invite representatives of the 
Trad!! UnlclnWorking Group to addrass ,their meet-
Ings. ."., 

An indepandent labOur rnoyement campaign cap
able of taking class action in solidarity with the Pol
ish workers must be built. We need a workers united 
front campaign not a popular front-style campaign 
like the national Polish Solidarity Campaign (PSC), 
yvhich is prepared to share a platform with Tories, 
Uberals and Social Democrats. This can only serve '0 draw British workers behind Thatcher and R!!8gan 
who "support" Solidarity only as a means to streng
then their Cold War campaign, the ultimate aim of 
which is restoration of capitalism in Eastern Europa 
and tl:!e USSR. Thesa charla1l!ns happily support 
.yjciously anti-working class regimes in El Salvador, 
Turkey and elsewhere; , 

An independent labour movement campaign can 
have nothihg to do,with any economic boycott of 
!?oland, Eastern Europe or the USSR by the British, 
or any imparialist, government • . But it must argue 
for working class ACTION in support of Polish wor
kers, and key here is the question of blacking Pol
rsh imports. The stalinist regime, using its exports 
to payoff its huge debts to the Western banks, while 
Polish workers are forced to pay huge price rises for 
food and basic' necessitieS. 

The importance of a political stance compl'etely 
indepandent ·of our own bosses and their political 
representatives, and b8sed on workers action, is that 
we give a clear signal to the Polish workers that the 
international working class is their real ally, not the 
imparialists. Thanks to over three decades of counter
revolutionary Stalinist rule in Poland this is not nec
essarily clear to the mass of Polish workers inside 
Solidarnosc. The stalinists have dragged the name 
of socialism in the mud. They have turned proletar
ian internationalism into a code word for, Russian 
tanks. Correspondingly, they have failed to chall
enge, indeed they have actually engendered, all 
those political and ideological trends in Polishsoc
iety, and in the leadership of Solidarnosc, who viQW 
"Western democrecy" as an ideal to be fought for 
against Stalinism. 

Only an 'independent labour movement solidarity 
campaign can aid the Polish workers to see this 
facade of capitalist "democracy" for what it really 
is - a mask covering the ugly features of western im
perialism. 

The fight for such a campaign will halle to con
front and expose many 'enemies within the British 
workers' ,movemant. The right wing within the trade 
union.leadership and Labour Party - Frank Chapple, 
Terry Duffy, Denis Heeley - all claim the mantle of 
"support" for the trade union rights of Polish wor
kers. The Polish workers could not find less reliable 
"allies". True to form, these bosses men and CIA 
stooges use Solidarnosc,to cover their attack on the 
left and rank and file in Britian. 

But the trade union and Labour Party "left" rep
resents no coherent alternative. Benn has maintained 
almost complete silence. So much for his much
vaunted care for "democracy"l Eric Heffer has den
ounced the coup; but has so far offered little in the 
way of a.;:tion proposals or leadership. Particularly 
despicable is Arthur Seergill's rafusal to support Sol
idarnosc on the grounds that it is not a "real" trade 
union, but is "political". This means open support 
for Jaruzelski and Stalinism. 

Like many of his Companions in the trade union 
bureaucracy, who have sampled the delights of Bul
garian beaches, or Castro's Cuba, courtesy of the 
Stalinists, SeergiJI eyes greedily the power and privi
leges of his stalinist counterparts. Hence his solid
arity with them. 

The pretenders_to Trotskyism - in particular the 
Socialist Organiser and Socialist Chall engg- have not 
offered a clear alternative to these fuke friends (and 
opan enemiesll of the Polish workers. In mid.January 
their respective papers publislled a joint letter announ
cing their intention, along with London Labour Breif
ing (LLB) and various worthies, of launching such a 
campaign. This was clearly an attempt to construct 
a campaign independently of the already existing PSC 
and its popular frontist orientation, although thIs 

was nowhere clearly stated in either paper at the 
time. But when SO and LLB called a demonstration 
for March 13th in London, SCopanly boycotted 
the march, proclaiming it to be "sectarian". 

Part of the explanation for this paculiar behaviour 
is that the two major signatories to the "united front", 
SO and S,C, completely disagreed about what such a 
solidarity campaign should actually do. 

SO thought all links with the stalinist trade un
ions and parties in Eastern ~urope and the USSR 
should be broken. SC thought this demand should 
be limited to the Polish stalil'list ""nions", and the 
ruling PUWP. rylore important, SO called for labour 
movement blacking of Polish' imports and exports, 
whileSC opposed such action. ,SC began to concede 
on the blacking question when Messey Ferguson wor
kers in Coventry, under the influence of the Trade 
Union Working Group, blacked tractor components 
from the Ursus plent. At the PSC AG M on the 28th 
March, they finally appear to have plumped for 
blacking action after months of vacillation. 

And it was toward the PSC that the SC was hes
itantly heading with its open boycott of the "sectar
ian" SO/LLB London march. SO, no doubt feeling 
discomforted at this "sectarian"isolation, quickly , 
followed suit by affiliating to PSC and advocating 
local Polish Solidarity Committees affiliate to the 
PSC before its AGM. A complete about face on their 
pravious position, and one that has not been accoun
ted for. 

Indeed there had been evidence of some dissent 
in the ranks of the PSC over the articles in its Cam
paign News, opanly espousing popular frontist 1 anti
communist positions (see WP No 29). Workers Power 
therefore did not oppose local committees affiliating, 
but only on the basis of a sharp fight for an indepand
ent labour movement campaign at the 'PSC's AGM. 
That meeting proved to be decisive in determining the 
future direction of the PSC. 

The PSC is a bloc between a "left" wing with a 
popular frontist conception of a solidarity campaign 
and a hard anti-communist 1 anti-Soviet right wing 
axis around Robin Blick and Adam Westoby. The 
latter are in the leed because the former will not 
breek with them politically. They thought the lib
erals, SDP and Tories should be given a platform as 
long as they "genuinely" support Solidarnosc, or ver
bally state they support "indepandent" workers 
trade unions throughout the world. The two sides 
are further bound be personal ties - in short they are 
a clique. 

The two wings combined in the AGM of just over 
100 individual members and delegates to crush any 
moves, in the main initiated by SC, towards an inde
pendent labour movement orientation. Instead, at 

the instigation of Blick, the doors were opened to all 
polJtical Parties apart from the fascist right and the 
"fascist left" II A major focus of activity is to be a 
petition to the reactionary popa to "aid" Solidar
nosc. Anti-Sovietism is to be the tenor of the cam
paign's propaganda. 

SO cautiously went along with some of these pos
itions, interpreting' ambiguous formulations about 
the campaign being open to all who support free 
trade unions in a favourable light,having decided in 
advance to participate in the PSC regardless. Like 
SC they refuse to state clearly that Trotskyists stand 
against the anti-Sovietism and anti-communism 
that such a campaign will inevitably involve. While 
we condemn absollltely the bureaucratic usurpers in 
the degenerate workers states, we nevertheless def
end the property relations in those states. They are 
the established pre-requisites for constructing social
ism, and can be used as such once the bureaucrats 
are overthrown, by workers not imperialism. 

SC did oppose the drift of the conference, 
and did fight for a clearer labour movement orien
tation thah SO. But where the SO has chosen the 
Blick clique, the SC is playing into the hands of the 
reformist do-nothing merchants. Their main empha
sis is now on building for a solidarity demonstration
Next December II This deprioritises workers' action 
in the here and now, and allows the likes of Eric 
Heffer to get away with promises that might hever 
have to be fulfilled. 

Workers Power believes that in the face of the 
PSC's hardening popular frontist stance there is 
now, more than ever, the need for a workers united 
front of solidarity with the Polish workers movemen1 

We call on the comrades of Socialist Challenge 
and Socialist Organiser to reinstitute their call for 
an independent labour movement campaign; to dis
affiliate from the bankrupt PSC; to call on the local 
solidarity committees in which they have influence 
to disaffiliate from the PSC. Such a campaign, start
ing by turning the conference called by the lanc
ashire Association of Trades Councils into a spring
board for action, must fight for: 
• No shared platform with the bosses and their 

parties. For a workers solidarity campaign. 
• Workers action - blacking, demonstrations, pickets 

and protest strikes - in support of Polish workers. 
Break all links with tha PUWP and its phoney 
trade unions. 

• End martial law in Polaiid, Release the Solidar
, nose intern.... For the right of Solidarnosc to 

exist as an independent trade union. 
• Turn astablishedlocal committees into delegate

based labour movement bodies. Build such com
mittees whera they do not exist •• 

by Quentin Rudland 
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.' AGAINST A BACKGROUND of 

ferocious ruling class attacks on 
workers' rights and living stand
ards, the Conference of the 
Liaison Committee for the Defence 
of Trade Unions (LCDTU) on 
March 27th should have been a 
rallying pointfor militants. 
But the opportunity to launch a 
worken' counter-offensive against 
TebiJit's Bill, the crowning piece 
of the current bosses' offensi ve 
was squandered. 

union organisations, the organisers 
deliberately excluded some trade 
union branches from participating 
(though there were empty seats). On 
his own authority LCDTU secretary 
Kevin Halpin turned down requests for 
credentials on the grounds that this 
was to be a "very selective conference': 
Furthermore an explanatory note to 
delegates made it clear, with spurious 
reasoning, that the organisers would 
not hear any resolutions originating in 
sponsoring bodies-though resolutions 
had been submitted. 

oac Ion 
The Communist Party organisers 

were doubtless haunted by the sticky 
end their bureaucratic methods brought 
to the last major LCDTU conference. 
On that occa\lion an attempt by dele
gates to hold a democratic discussion 
was met by fu" scale thuggery from 
the Stalinists. After meteing out 
violence against those who had the 
temerity to disagree with them, they 
simply ended the conferencel 
This time round they opted for a 
smaller, more manageable gathering, 
overwhelmingly comprised of their 
party faithful. 

Even so they were taking no 
chances. Despite the LCDTU's stand
ing orders, which makes the committee 
responsible for holding conferences of 
delegates from all bona fide trade 

In fact the only subject of discus
sion.was a previously prepared declar
ation, circulated after the meeting had 
begun and therefore with no possibil
ity of delegati ng bodies discussing it in 
advance. Indeed delegates themselves 
had very little time to consider it given 
the conference lasted only three hoursl 
But even then,as the Explanatory Note 
bluntly put it, "There will be no 
amendment to the Declaration". 

At a time when hammering out a 
strategy to beat Tebbit and the bosses 
is crucial, this well-trained Stalinist 
crew had set out to gag any meaningful 
discussion and ensure that only their 
ideas would be fed to the delegates. 
From such a bureaucratically strait
jacketed Conference all that bona 
fide labour movement delegates could 
expect was the usual dose of passive 
protest we have come to expect from 

the CP. They duly obliged. 
The 'strategy' put forward amounts 

to a postponement of any real action 
until after the Bill becol'!'les law. Much 
of the conference was given over to 
fiery rhetoric about the resistence that 
would follow on the inprisonment of 
trade unionists under Tebbit's law. 
While all militants would helve to fight 
the Bill if it became law the key task 
now is to prevent this fr m happening. 
We must beat the B' 0 the sanct
ion of the law le . imizes tecks on 
trade union right in eyes of many 
workers. 

For the time being, however, the 
only concrete ;:>roposal coming from 
the Liason Committee is a lobby of the 
TUC on Monday 5th April at which the 
TUC will be urged to call a lobby of 
Parliament, backed by local two-hour 
stoppages at workplaces at some 
unspecified time in the future. 

The weakness of these action prop
osals reflects two things. First, the 

·---.'ff~.D AND ADrAllcE---------------11 

LIAISON COMMITTEE FOR THE 
DEFENCE OF TRADE UNIONS 

45 Chape l Street. London NWl SDP 

19 Ma rch 1982 

our Confe~ce..:.r 
We we lcome your enquiry about 

1 The Liaison Connittee has this time 
c a lled a very s elective Conference . The ball bas limited 
sea ting and .ill Dot a.llow delegates from the broader 
seqtions of the Tra de Urtl0D Movement. We are concentrating 
on factory Shop Ste ... ards Committees and pits and building 
s ites . as ... ell a s key Exe cutives and regional TU bodies. 

In the case of the ' AUEW; we are 
restri cting admittance to District Col!lDittees who can 
give the widest possible coverage to their Branches. 

Your postal order i. returned berewith, 
and we will be sending you a report of the Confe rence . 

TOt g:;'y' 
Jrevio Halpin, Chairman 

Kellin Halpin, LCDTU gauleiter : interested in kicking out Tebbit or keeping out militants 7 

S.D.P. - UNION BASHERS 
THE RECENT STRIKE by white
collar staff at Islington began when 
the three month old, unelected Social 
Democrat Council refused to allow 
Rob Webb, a Nalgo member in the 
Housing Department, to work in 
accordance with a freshly signed con
tract. In response workers in the Hous
ing Department walked out and, after 
a week's delay, their action was en
doned when the 2,000 strong NALGO 
branch struck in support. 

This resolute response to the SDP's pro
vocation was sufficient to force Council 
leaders to reverse their decision on Rob 
Webb. The SDP, in the main supporters 
of Tebbit's anti-union legislation, had 
clearly picked the wrong issue in what was 
an attempt to test the strength of the 
NALGO branch. Breaking the union would 
have paved the way to their declared pol
icy of redundancies and further cuts. But a 
totel retr8llt was too much for these pion
eers of 'moderation, common sense and 
hope' to swallow, especially with local 
government elections looming in May. 
The opportunity to enter the elections as 
the party that 'tamed the Town Hall 
Union' and kept the rates down was too 
tempting a prize to let slip so easily. 

So the victory celebration of the hun
dreds of noisy pickets who waited 4 hours 
on a cold February night to hear the news 
of Rob Webb's reinstetement was cut 
short. The news came in that the SDP had 
teken advantege of the splendid solidarity 

action of the residential workers to close was more than an insult to the 1200 and 
two children's homes. Though one of the more who were attending the almost daily 
homes was quickly re-opened, the SDP mass meetings. It was a weapon in the 
seemed determined to keep 29 Sheringham hands of the SDP; 
Road shut, cutting the service and threat- A further week passed before the SDP 
ening the jobs. played their final card. They offered to 

This squalid manoeuvre was designed redeploy the residential workers, while 
to smash the initiative from NALGO, which, keeping the home shut pending a review 
despite paper policy against cuts and in consultetion with NALGO after a re-
redundancies, has an unhappy record of turn to work. Despite' the fact that both 
not taking action to protect them(as mass- the review and redeployment were spur-
ive cuts in local services and the rapidly ious (to Watford in one case) they cal-
falling local government pay-roll testify). culated on finally splitting the union. 
More significantly previously residential Undoubtedly though they were feeling the 
workers had always been left to fight effect of the strike which had remained 
alone. The Islington SDP were clearly solid and virtually paralysed the Council. 
intent on splitting the union. But the At this crucial stege in the strike, when 
next mass meeting voted by a huge major- the SDP were known to be split and under 
ity to continue the strike until the home increasing pressure the branch needed 
was re-opened and jobs guaranteed. The Qnly to show its determination. Victory 
same meeting voted to step up the strike was in sight. 
in a number of ways, crucially by attempt- The branch meeting called to discuss the 
ing to spread the strike to Council Manual 'offer' decided to reject it. But this time the 
Unions (the Council had already laid off margin was narrow. WhyiCerteinly not 
UCA TT members for refusing to do NALGO because the 'offer' was tempting. No, the 
work). answer is to be found in the actions of the 

union leadership. 
However a second mass meeting that 

same day delivered several blows to the 
strikers - courtesy not of the SDP this . 
time, but of the NALGO National Exe
cutive. While an emergency committee of 
the Executive had made the strike official, 
strike pay would not be paid for the first 
week and a half. Secondly, negotiations 
were teken out of the hands of the strikers 
and a full-time official was instelled. Finally 
they decided to make continuation of the 
strike dependent on a secret ballot. This 

First, the union official, Andraw Jack, 
gave his 'honest opinion' after 'years of 
experience as a negotiator', that no more 
could be got from the SDP. And he had 
the audacity to add that the SDP were 
waiting for the ballot to go against usl 

Secondly, the Communist Party domin
ated branch leadership was itself divided. 
Long-standing branch secretary and CP 
member, Bob Ford, refused to give a lead. 
In fact he didn't even speak, passively 

LCDTU of today cannot muster any
thing lik~ the rank and file support it 
had in the early Sl!venties. Then it 
could call and get strikes against the 
Industrial Relations Bill. But the strat-

. egy of the CP to limit those actions and 
use them merely as pressure levers to 
gain friends and influence within the 
trade union officialdom, ensured that 
this support was reduced to playing the 
role Cif stege army. It was criminally 
dissipated by the Stelinists in their bid 
to capture official positions. The result 
has been smaller LCDTU conferences 
calling for ever more limited forms of 
action. 

The second reason is that the CP, 
because of their strategy, will not allow 
the LCDTU to challenge the inertia of 
the TUC. On the day of the conference 
Halpin, in the Morning Star, took 
comfort from the fact that the TUC's 
paper position on Tebbit is "far in 
advance" of its previous position on 
the Industrial Relations Bill. He added 
"We see no contradiction between a 
militant leadership and a militant shop 
floor". 

But there is a mammoth contradic
tion between the existing TUC leader
ship, the Boyds, Duffys, i:Jasnetts and 
Evans' of this world and a leadership 
genuinely and democratically based 
on the shop floor. This is what the 
LCDTU and the CP will not and cannot 
admit to. They pin all their hopes on 
persuading the existing leadership to be 
more progressive, and gaining a few 
official positions to assist this. 

This is why they are forced to 
exclude militents from the rank and file 
from their conferences. Amongst such 
militants exists the potential for build
ing a rank and file opposition to the 
TUC. The LCDTU want no part of such 
a project. 

Workers Power will support any 
initiative to defeat the anti-union laws. 
We will argue that the lobby of the 
TUC on 5th April should be supported. 
But we will also argue that the TUC 
must act now. We will argue for the 

approving the arguments for 'realism'. 
Typically the branch's decision to try 
and spread the strike to the manual wor
kers' unions became, in the hands of the 
faint-hearts, a discussion with the leaders 
of the other unions. 

Against these defeatist attitudes Wor
kers Power argued for spreading of the 
strike through direct appeals to the rank 
and file of other unions. We argued that 
there should be no return to work until 
all the strikers' demands were met in full 
(including the re-opening of the home). 
Only this way could the strike be certain 
of delivering a body blow to the wretched 
gang of SDP union bashers. 

The final return to work was cynically 
engineered by Andrew Jack despite a 
mass meeting vote of 900-600 in favour 
of steying out. Though some concessions 
had been wrung out of the SDP they had 
been able to keep the home closed. The 
lesson for militents is clear. 

The SDP will have no qualms about 
attacking the unions head on. But, in the 
ranks of the trade union full-time bureau
cracy the bosses and their parties have 
reliable fifth columnists against the work
ing class. Only militent and democratic 
rank and file organisation can serve as a 
counterweight to that. In Islington it is 
to be hoped that' the strike has provided a 
launching pad for building such an organ
isation .• 

Bya Workers Power member of the 
Strike Committee 

positions contained in the following 
resolution, sent to conference by 
Reading Central 73/RE branch of the 
AUEW on the initiative of Workers 
Power. "Co-incidentally" this branch 
was not allowed to send its bona fide 
and democratically elected delegate to 
the LCDTU, and along with all other 
resolu.tions it was prevented from 
reaching the conference floor. 

"Conference calls on all delegates to 
support the LCDTU called lobby of 
the trade union executives meeting 
on April 5th by: 
i) delegates from shop stewards 

committees/workplaces to be sent 
to the lobby 

ij) organise workplace meetings in 
work's time to discuss oppostion 
to Tebbit's Bill. 

Delegates should use the lobby and 
action around it to launch a camp
aign in the unions to fight for: 
*the blocking of Tebbit's Bill before 

before it becomes law 
* the withdrawal of all union rep

resentetives from NEDC and other 
government committees 

* a commitment from the execut
ives of the unions and the TUC to 
make all strikes official and pledge 
solidarity action with any section 
of workers victimised by Tebbit if 
his Bill becomes law, and with any 
workers victimised now under 
Prior's anti-trade union laws 

* campaigns in every union should 
begin now to force the TUC ~and 
all affiliated unions to call a, 

strike against the Bill on the day 
it begins its Third Reading in 
Parliament. No return to work 
until the Bill is scrapped" 

Action along these lines will,_ 
necessarily, be builtijn opposition ,riot 
only to the TUC leadership but also to . 
their Stelinist hangers on •• 

by Delle Jenkins 
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